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INTRODUCTION

This paper* is primarily a "how to" paper and is particularly devoted to
explaining (Examples 1 and 2) and illustrating a simple graphical method which the
writers have devised and used at AMMRC to determine fracture stress and an effec
tive crack tip radius associated with K1c crack toughness failure, to replace the
rather laborious cut-and-try method used in "Characteristics of Crack Failure,"}
and to add visual clarity into the matching process employed there in so doing.
However, the results obtained in Example 3 imply metallurgical mechanisms for the
fracture strength and radius. Also, Example 4 quantitatively indicates how chem
istry may affect toughness and by the character of its effect may imply the exis
tence of a parameter such as the effective crack tip radius constituent of tough
ness employed herein, once it is supposed that altering chemistry implies altering
a mechanical mechanism.

Tables are also presented which expand those given in the referenced paper and
from which graphical overlays may be constructed for particular cases as desired.

Background for the method is supplied in the next section, but need not be
read to follow the cases illustrated in the section entitled "Examples."

BACKGROUND

1. Crack Stress Analysis

Beeuwkes proposed and illustrated (see Reference 1) methods of determining
fracture stress and crack tip radius at failure from measurements of plane strain
fracture toughness K1C and corresponding yield strength values. The methods were
based on the presumptIon that K1c toughness failure occurred when the (essentially)
nil ductility fracture stress of the material used was reached, provided that this
fracture prolonged the crack. A fracture stress failure across the crack, on the
other hand, would block lengthening of the crack. Both types of failure were ac
counted for, however, depending on the relative magnitudes of the transverse and
longitudinal fracture stresses of the material being tested. We are here concerned
with the K type. The fracture stresses involved are essentially the so-called
"nil ductility" type, since they are expected to occur close to the elastic-plastic
boundary of yielding, ahead of, and a bit to either side of an imagined prolongation
of the crack. Their magnitude for fracture is reached by the addition of a hydro
static tension to the yield strength of the material used, which hydrostatic com
ponent is equal to the yield strength multiplied by the change in angle t of a shear
stress trajectory, somewhat as in plastic-rigid theory, since the shear stress tra
jectories giving rise to appreciable hydrostatic tensions traverse regions of nearly
constant yield strength. The change in angle of those trajectories, which have the
maximum angular change with given amounts of yielding, increases with the amount of
yielding. Thus in this theory - in contrast to the widely accepted assumption that
yielding relieves stress concentration - the stress leading to fracture increases
with the amount of yielding. That is, the yielding increases until a trajectory
traversing the yielding region occurs which corresponds to sufficient stress to

*Prepared as of June 1975. The continuing investigation of Crack Tip Radius and Shape of L versus tor F is not expected to modify
the procedures and technical conclusions of this report.

1. BEEUWKES, R., Jr. Characteristics of Crack Failure. Surfaces and Interfaces, Syracuse University Press, v. II, 1968, p. 277-311.
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cause fracture. Figure I of failure of a specimen of polycarbonate into which a
notch of small radius had been machined supports this concept of failure. 2

These trajectories are associated with a crack tip radius, or what is effec
tively a crack tip radius, existing at the moment of K1c fracture. Since the tra
jectory associated with failure is some distance from the tip, the exact shape of
the tip is not essential to the shape of the trajectory even though, e.g., it be
caused by irregularities in length of the crack associated with microstructural
variations at the crack front, by grain size, by inclusions, by irregularity in
yield zone shape, or by simple yielding, itself, associated with work-hardening.
This list is not exhaustive, it is only suggestive of the variety of explanations
that may be postulated. However, measurements of crack opening have been made for
AMMRC which generally support 3 the existence of a radius.

NOTCH
ROOT

SLIP LINES CRACK

Figure 1. Transverse view of midthickness slice showing fracture origin at elastic

plastic boundary and slip lines. p = 0.005 in. Mag. 350X.

2. GARDE, A., and WEISS. V. Brittle Fracture Initiation at the Elastic-Plastic Interface. Syracuse University Research Institute,
Contract DA-3l-l24-ARO(D)-1l2, Interim Technical Report, AMMRC CR 70-29, February 1970; also Brittle Crack Initiation at the
Elastic Plastic Interface. Met. Trans. AIME, v. 3, November 1972, p. 2811.

3. TAGGART, R., and WAHl, K. K. Crack Opening Displacement during the Tensile Loading of Ductile and Brittle Notched Plates.
University of Washington, Seattle, under subcontract to Syracuse University Prime Contract DA-3l-l24-ARO(D)-112, Final Report,
AMMRC CTR 72-33, February 1972; also, abridged version entitled The Relationship between the Fracture Toughness and the
Crack Tip Radius by R. Taggart, K. Wahi, and R. Beeuwkes, Jr., ASTM STP 605, 1976, p. 62.
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The proposition that Krc depends on both fracture stress and radius leads'to
the presumption that both may possibly be individually alterable by metallurgical
means and thus should be investigated. 4

2. Material Fracture Behavior

The analysis of nominal stress S and trajectory angle change t of behavior de
scribed above led to a dimensionless relationship between K = simi, yield strength
Y, crack tip radius at fracture p, Young's modulus of elasticity E, and Poisson's
rat i 0 j.l, i. e . ,

L = Y!TIP + Y J.K 2 (l_j.lz) E - function of l'

where, if

Fl = fracture stress parallel to Smax
F2 = fracture stress parallel to Smin

then
Fl = Y + Yf
F2 = Yt

i. e. ,

t = (Fl - Y)/Y or t = Fz/Y

if Fz < Fl - Y and if F is parallel to S principal.

The modulus of elasticity term is often negligible. Also, as stated above,
Krc failure corresponds to Fl'

This is for the center cracked plate under nominal tension stress S.
modification in terms of ordinary elastic stress concentration factor for
of large depth to radius ratio alp in other geometrical configurations is
in Reference 1.

A simple
notches
available

Detailed tables of L versus t and t versus L are supplied in Appendix A.

There are two unknowns, F and p, in the above relationship for L, to be
inferred from known values of K, Y, J.l, and E or to be determined from separate
considerations, especially directly from experiments.

The latter is sometimes possible, for example, nil ductility fracture strength
for mild steel, especially for fracture across the transverse to rolling direction,
where nil ductility fracture may be achieved by simply lowering the temperature.
Crack tip radius may sometimes be inferred from sensitive measurements of crack
opening displacement. Also, dynamic plate slap type experiments may be used for
fracture stress if made with sufficiently low slap pressure and account is taken
of reversal of stress. Such independent measurements are not only very important
in themselves to elucidate or confirm their connection with toughness as in the

4. WEISS, v., and SANFORD, W. Fracture Stress Determination Associated with Toughness and Brittle Fracture. Syracuse University
Contract DAAG46-73-e-0208, Final Report, AMMRC CTR 74-73, September 1974. (Work is attempt to check KI inferred values
of F by independent tension tests of fracture strength on the same material used by TRW in making Krc measure~ents reported in
AMMRC CR 69-18, January 1971.)
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theory above, but no measurements for such confirmation are known to exist. The
measurements are especially important because, as discussed below, both fracture
strength and crack tip radius at failure may possibly vary with yield strength in
an unknown manner.

To infer fracture strength F and crack tip radius p from the L versus t rela
tionship and measurements of K and Y, two experimental points, e.g., Kl, Y1 , and
K2 , Y2 , are all that are algebraically necessary, since there are but two unknowns,
F and p, if it may be assumed that F and p do not vary with Y.

Expressed otherwise, these values of F and p are invalid in the region of K
and Y unless use of them provides other analytically derived K and Y values which
also lie on the experimental K versus Y curve, or unless choices of other pairs
of experimental K,Y data for analysis of the region lead to the same values of
F and p.

However, since the character of a curve at any point is governed by its radius
of curvature, three data points in a region in which the curvature can be considered
essentially constant also determine the character of the curve in the region and,
if they are taken in pairs, lead to self-consistent F and p. If the three points
all lie on the curve of the graphical methods below, then the fracture stress param
eter and radius are known in that region, and the next adjacent region may be simi
larly examined to find applicable values. By continuation of this process curves
of variation of the fracture stress parameters discussed below may be found, though
these may not be constant over the whole region of interest. If no three point
matches can be found, independent information must be resorted to.

a. Variable Test Temperature

Inference from general experience suggests that for steel, at least, the frac
ture stress ofa given material may not vary significantly with test temperature,
say from the temperature of liquid nitrogen to about four tenths of the absolute
melting temperature, or with strain rate over a correspondingly large range. (In
ferences for our purposes about effect of pulse duration in plate slap type experi
ments are complicated because of stress reversal and extraordinarily large pressures
used and will not be discussed here.) Thus F is constant in this case and

F = Y + Yf = (1 + t) Y.

b. Variable Tempering Temperature

On the other hand, in the same test range as above, if the yield strength of
a quenched material of given chemical composition is varied by changing the temper
ing temperature, the fracture stress is not constant but inference from general
experience suggests that the fracture stress may be essentially a constant amount
above the yield strengths, comparisons being made at any fixed temperature.

That is

F = Y + f = Y + Yf and

f = Yt

4



Where f is constant at any fixed testing temperature. Naturally, such a relation
ship cannot be expected to hold if there is retained austenite that varies in
amount with tempering temperature.

EXAMPLES

The basis for very simple determination of fracture stress and crack tip radius
at fracture by use of transparent overlays is given in Appendix B.

Such overlays are submitted with this report and their use is demonstrated
for three cases:

1) F and p are not functions of Y.
2) f = F - Y and p are not functions of Y.
3) Iterative correction for methods 1) and 2) possibly desirable

if (F - Y)/Y > 1.5.

In addition, the use of the tables of L versus f and f versus L is illustrated
in Example 4. Examples of the use of such tables to determine fracture strength
and radius are given in Reference 1.

Example 1: F and p Are Not Functions of Y

Experimental yield strength and fracture toughness KIc data are shown in Fig
ure 2a. It is plotted as K versus Y on single-cycle log-log paper as in Figure 2b.
The IIConstant F Overlay" is then positioned so that the curve best fits the data
with the axes of the overlay parallel to the axes of the underlying graph paper
as in Figure 3. The value of F is found where the abscissa = 1 line of the over
lay crosses the Yaxis. In this case, F = 476 ksi. The value of F~ is found
where the ordinate = 1 line of the overlay crosses the K axis. In this case
FIiTP = 24.5 ksi. Therefore, p = 0.00084 in. Points labeled "overlay points II in
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Figure 2. Experimental fracture toughness (Kid and yield strength data is shown in
(a). It is plotted as K versus Y on log-log paper as in (b) for use shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2a were determined by reading the value of KIc from under the overlay curve
in Figure 3 at the yield strengths of each of the original data points. Test data 5

are of 0.34% C, 0.71% ~l, 0.33% Si, 0.51% Cr, 3% Ni, 0.35% Mo, 0.12% V, 0.048% AI,
0.007% P, 0.009% S martensitic steel, heat 9.

Example 2: f = F - Y and p Are Not Functions of Y at
Constant Test Temperature

Experimental yield strength and fracture toughness KIC data are shown in Fig
ure 4a. It is plotted as K versus Y on single-cycle log-log paper, as in Figure 4b.
The Constant f Overlay is then positioned so that the curve best fits the data with
the axes of the overlay parallel to the axes of the underlying graph paper as in
Figure 5. The value of f is found where the abscissa = 1 line of the overlay
crosses the Y axis. In this case, f = 305 ksi. The value of 10 f~ is found where
the ordinate = 10 line of the overlay crosses the K axis. In this case, 10 flIT,; =
146 ksilin. Therefore, p = 0.00073 in. "Overlay Method" points in Figure 4a were
determined by reading the value of KIc from under the overlay curve in Figure 5 at
the yield strengths of each of the original data points. Test data6 are of 0.43% C,
0.64% Mn, 0.35% Si, 0.87% Cr, 3.25% Ni, 0.30% Mo, 0.10% V, 0.010% P, 0.004% 5,
0.010% Al martensitic steel, heat 10, tested at -100 F.

5. VISHNEVSKY, C., and STEIGERWALD, E. A. Influence of Alloying Elements on the Toughness of Low Alloy Martensitic High
Strength Steels. TRW Inc., Contract DAAG46-67-c-0171, AMMRC CR 68-{)9(F), November 1968.

6. VISHNEVSKY, C. Effect of Alloying Elements on Tempered Martensite Embrittlement and Fracture Toughness of Low Alloy
High Strength Steels. TRW Inc., Contract DAAG46-69-C-0060, AMMRC CR 69-18(F), January 1971.

6
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Example 3: Iteration. Example: f = F - Y and p Are Not Functions
of Y at Constant Test Temperature

Here we show, by example, how to obtain more accurate values of f and p than
can be obtained by the approximate method of Example 2. The use of this more accu
rate method, though simple, is only warranted if the experimental data is especially
good and, more particularly, if for at least part of the data (F-Y)/Y = flY> 1.5.
The corresponding method for F and p constant is very similar. The mathematical
basis for the overlay method for constant f, F and other fracture criteria versus
Y is given in Appendix B.

As shown in these

1 +
log K' = log

appendixes we should plot

Klc
------------ versus log Y

2(1-~2) (Klc/E~)

instead of experimental values of log K1c versus log Y as was done in the approxi
mate method using the overlay. However, we do not know ~ and therefore cannot
exactly do this, but the term involving ~ is small and therefore has a secondary
effect on the plot. Thus we may assume ~ has approximately the value obtained
by the overlay method if we neglect the K1c term in the denominator of K' above,
and use this ;;p value to compute K'. From the overlay and a plot of this log K'
versus log Y we find a more exact value of;;P. We repeat the process as much as
desired, always using the original data value of K1c and the latest value of ~
in computing KI •

We will discuss matching and determination of f and p for all regions of Fig
ure 6 which is the source of our experimental data,7 and on which we have indicated
our final results, but will reproduce our numerical work on iteration only for the
three K1c ' Y points corresponding to tempering temperatures of 600 F, 800 F, and
900 F.

First, neglecting the K term in the denominator of K', we proceed exactly as
in Examples 1 and 2, fitting the f overlay through our three log K1c versus log Y
data points, Figure 7, to determine f and p as follows:

Tempering Experimental Data
Temperature

deg F Y (ksi) K1c (ksilin. ) t :: flY

600 163.5 80.5 1. 755
800 186.5 38 1.539
900 203.5 29 1. 410

f = 287, f~ = 7.8, ~:: 0.0272

Here the column t :: flY was added after determining f. We see from it that two
values are greater than 1.5 and thus suppose that at least some iteration will be
called for.

7. AULT, R. 1., HOLTMAN, R. B., and MYERS, J. R. Heat Treatment of a Cr-Mo-Co Martensitic Stainless Steel for Optimum
Combinations of Strength, Toughness and Stress Corrosion Resistance. ASM Trans. Quart. 61, no. 1, March 1968.

8
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Thus, using the ;:;rp == 0.0272 value for the ;:;rp term in the denominator of K',
we proceed to plot log K' versus log Y and, by matching the f overlay to this plot,
to determine new and better values for f and p. Here

K'
KIc KIc

== 2 (1_]12) KIc == KIc1 + 1 +
0.00006583

E/ITP /TIP
KIc KIc

==

1 0.00006583 KIc 1 + 0.00242 KIc+ 0.0272

with ]1 == 0.28 and E == 28,000 ksi. Hence we have

Tempering
Temperature

deg F Y KIc flY

K' ==

600
800
900

f == 278,

For our third iteration

KIc
--..".--;:-::--:::-:::-.."..-::--::-::---,.,.-==0.00006583 KIC
1 + 0.0291

and hence

163.5 67.4
186.5 34.8
203.5 27.1

f;:;rp == 8.08,

KIc
1 + 0.00226 KIc

1.700
1. 491
1.366

IiTP == 0.0291

Tempering
Temperature

deg F Y KIc flY

600
800
900

f == 278,

163.5
186.5
203.5

fliTP == 7.9,

68.1
35
27.2

IiTP ==

1.700
1.491
1.366

0.0284, p == 2.57 x 10- 4 in.

Obviously this third iteration was not warranted by the precision of our data
or graphs.

Proceeding in the same way for tempers of 1000 F, 1100 F, and 1200 F, we find
that f == 142.5 ksi, f/ITP == 11.5, and p == 0.00207 in.

It is useful to note that when, as here, the KIc values differ little from one
another while the Y values vary markedly, the match must lie in the vicinity of the
minimum of the overlay which is at 2.26, 1.27, approximately. That is,

KIc

fliTP
Y

2.26 and T == 1.27

10



where KIc and Yare at the mlnlmum of the overlay. Thus, since the KIc values are
almost alike we can determine f!;P quite accurately and simply. In this case,

f r-- 26.3 11 6
Y TIp = 2.26 = ••

On the other hand, it is hard to know precisely what the value of Y at the
mlnlmUill is, i.e., Y exactly where KIc is minimum, considering the usual scatter in
KIc data and thus the value of f is correspondingly vague. In the present case we
estimate the required value of Y by taking it to be midway between the extreme
values of Y, i.e.,

f = i~~7 = 145 ksi.

Now, considering the lowest tempering temperatures, we see that the 400 F and
500 F data are not correlated, i.e., matched, by the overlay when it is positioned
to cover the 600 F, 800 F, and 900 F points first treated above.

These two data points are matched by

f = 164 ksi, f~ = 36, p = 0.0153 in.

However, since we have matched only two points instead of three we have no as
surance that our results are valid except that they correspond to a curve that is
very close to that which the authors of Figure 6 have put through these two points.

Recapitulating, we see from Figure 7, which shows the fit of our overlays to
the three sets of data which we have matched and thus provides points in, between,
and beyond the data, that there are three distinct regimes governed by their distinc
tive f and p and here named by a fracture appearance characteristic, as follows.

Tempering
Temperature, deg F f, ksi p, in. Name

400 to 500+ 164 0.0153 DR
500+ to 900+ 278 0.000257 CF
900+ to 1200 142.5 0.00207 GBF

In giving the names DR, dimpled rupture, CF, cleavage fracture, and GBF, grain
boundary fracture, to these regimes we tentatively surmise that under ideal condi
tions we cannot have two f and two p values at the same tempering temperature, that
one fracture mechanism is controlling. Thus between tempers of 400 and 500+ F, DR
is controlling; between 500+ F and 900+ F, CF is controlling, no matter how small
an amount of CF there may be; and between 900+ F and 1200 F, GBF is controlling, no
matter how small an amount of GBF there may be. In this we assume that the appear
ance of CF must have started just above a temper of 500 F and the appearance of GBF
must have started just above a temper of 900 F.

It will be noted that the values of p seem intuitively consistent, since CF
would seem to be associated with a very sharp crack, GBF with a fairly sharp crack,
and DR with a dull crack, one whose radius might be relatively easy to detect.
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Example 4: Use of Tables for L Versus t, t Versus L

In the examples that follow we consider the case where f = F- Y and pare
independent of Y. Also we assume, as is typically the case, that the small
2(1_~2) Y/E term may be neglected.

To begin with, we note a property of the L versus t relationship. Since this
is

YvTrP function of {-K--

where { = flY = (FlY) -1,

that K =
yllfP

function of f
and, since G = K2 (1-~2)/E,

G = (1-~2)(y2/E)pTI
(function of t~

Thus K is directly proportional to IP and G is directly proportional to p for
any yield strength, so long as the fracture strength is not changed by the means
employed to change p. This relationship epitomizes the metallurgical importance
of p. Occasionally simple inspection of experimental data will demonstrate the
constancy of p. This suggests the existence of a parameter such as p i~ the make
up of K. That is, the heights KIc or G of curves characterized by a parameter P,
e.g., sulfur content, are proportional to one another and hence p = function of P.
It is reminiscent of the role of absolute temperature, an integrating factor, in,
for example, curves of pv = constant = nRT. See Figure 8.

The quantitative effect of fracture strength on toughness is not so easily
summarized, or visualized, being buried in the function of t.

We now use the formula for K in a case where we presume f and p do not depend
on Y, namely where the sulfur content of steel is varied. We find l

10-4p = 3 + 8.3 exp[-35 Su]

where p is in inches and sulfur Su is in percent.

Now, if we take KIc = 55 ksilGl. at a 700 F temper with Su = 0.01%, what
toughness can we expect if the sulfur level is raised to

Su = 0.02% ? - to Su = 0.03%?

We have from the above formulae,

Klc, Su = 0.02 3 + 8.3 exp [( -35) (0.02)]
=55 3 + 8.3 exp[(-35)(0.01)]

i. e., KIc , Su = 0.02%, is 49.34

and similarly
KIc ' Su = 0.03%, is 44.93.
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Figure 8. Relationship between toughness curves of 0.45 C-Ni-Cr-Mo steels showing that the form of KI versus
tempering temperature is independent of sulfur level. (a) Plot and data of Birkle, Wei, and Pellisier, Ref. 8.
(b) Reproduction of 0.044% curve of (a) showing range of all data when KIt: data of 0.008% curve is divided by
1.46, data of 0.016% curve is divided by 1.33, and data of 0.025% curve is divided by 1.19.

Toughness generally increases rapidly with increase in tempering temperature
through its effect on yield strength and thus the above effect of increase in sul
fur level would be substantially greater at higher tempering temperature. Hence,
this calculation shows how scatter in K1c determinations may be expected in the
absence of careful control of sulfur and emphasizes the importance of estimates
made from theory.

Still referring to the base material in the above example, we select a case
involving use of the tables. We suppose an initial carbon content Cl = 0.45%
and an initial yield strength of 224 ksi at room temperature corresponding to the
700 F temper. We had a crack tip radius

p = 3 + 8.3 exp[(-35) (0.01)] x 10-4

= 8.849 x 10-4 in.

We ask, what is the fracture parameter f = F - Y? We have

L = 22/TI(8.8~~ x 10-4
) = 0.2147.

From the L versus t table

t = 1. 360.

8. BIRKLE, A. J., WEI, R. P., and PELLISIER, G. E. Analysis of Plane Strain Fracture in a Series of 0,45C-Ni-Cr-Mo Steel with
Different Sulfur Contents. ASM Trans. Quar. 59, no. 4, December 1966, p. 981.
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Therefore

f = ty = (1.360)(224) = 304.6 ksi.

Now we presume that if we change the carbon content from C1 to C2 that f and
p will not change and that Y will become (from author's research)

yz = Y1 + 250 (!C2 - 1Cl),

comparisons being made at the same test temperature.

We ask, what is the effect on KIc of lowering the carbon content to C =
Cz = 0.35%?

The yield strength becomes

Yz = 224 + 250 (10.35 - 10.45) = 204.2 ksi.

Thus

t = _yf = 304.6 = 1 4995
204.2 .

and, from the t versus L table,

L = 0.1388.

Therefore,

L = 0.1388

or

= 204.2/n(8.8489 XIO-4 )
K1c

Example 5:

K1c = 77.57 ksi/in.

Again, the change that can be wrought by metallurgical control is evident,
as is the importance of the L versus t relationship.

Naturally, the overlay method could be substituted for some of the computa
tions above, but the tables are accurate, handy, good for single computations,
special cases, and to make overlays to cover special regions. They are independent
of special assumptions as to how fracture stress varies with yield strength and
thus may be used to construct overlays corresponding to such assumptions.

Machined-In Notches in Lieu of Cracks; Relation of Notch Stress
Concentration to KIc ; Determination of Fracture Stress Law '

In previous examples we have used actual crack data to find both fracture
stress F and effective crack tip radius p from plots of K1c versus yield strength
y, for cases such that it was possible to match the plots and overlays provided
in this report.

Here, however, we discuss cases where a narrow notch of selected depth "a"
and tip radius p has been machined into a test specimen in order to determine F
independently of p and "a" and the fracture stress laws assumed in constructing
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the overlays. Thus, for example, by testing specimens of a material heat treated
to different yield strengths,* we may find the actual dependence of F on Y and from
this construct overlays corresponding to this fracture law, if this is desired.

Also we may assume the law relating F to Y is rectilinear which, of course,
is permissible for reasonable variations in Y (a variation containing a jump in Y
associated with a phase change would be unreasonable!) and determine the constants
of linearity, which we denote by 8 and f, through utilization of either the formu
lae in Appendix A or the 8 overlays included in this paper.

The present analysis is based on formulae limited to small-scale (measured in
tip radii) plasticity, thus on test conditions similar to those under which K1c
determinations are made.

The analysis utilizes the stress concentration factors of narrow notches,
independently of whether these are determined analytically or experimentally (e.g.,
photoelastically), to determine the stress intensity factor K. It is based on the
assumption that failure occurs when a stress equal to the nil ductility fracture
stress is reached, no distinction being made, for uniform material, between the
stress causing failure in the presence of cracks and in the presence of narrow
notches. Obviously, on this concept, superposition of a hydrostatic pressure on
the loading stress would reduce the maximum stress whose equality with the fracture
stress would mean failure. One may conclude that this reduction in potential for
failure is lost, or not concurred in, in treating failure by the usual toughness
criterion of K = K1c or G = G1c for, in devising the usual formulae used for K by
the stress singularity methods, a crack under no internal pressure is assumed and
the energy release rate G, from which K is customarily given by the formula K2 =
EG/(1~~2), is independent of the hydrostatic pressure.

When failure occurs, using the machined-in narrow notch method, an initial
cohesive failure below the notch surface, followed by gross separation, is to be
expected. Our analysis is limited to this initial failure and its occurrence must
be noted by (1) the load at which it occurs and/or (2) the distance of the initial
notch failure below the notch tip.

The occurrence of the initial failure and hence failure load may be detected
by a change in the general shape of the loading curve, or approximated by use of
definitions such as those used to determine critical load in standard determina
tions of K1c or observed acoustically. Occasionally, it may be assumed to be
simultaneous with lateral surface breakthrough.

The position of the initial failure is ordinarily determined by inspection of
the completely broken specimen.

With transparent materials the occurrence and position of the initial subsur
face fracture may sometimes be observed directly.2

The analytical expression for stress intensity factor K is the coefficient of
an r-~ power singularity in the elastic stress analysis for specimens with a crack,

*As pointed out in Example 4, K and hence F may vary with other variables, especially sulfur, at constant Y, so that the fracture
law may not be simply F =f (Y).
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where r is the radial distance from the crack tip. However, our analysis here is
based on our observation that this coefficient K is* also given by

K = (CS/2);.rra

in terms of the aoeffiaient of elastic stress aonaentration for narrow notahes C,
which is a function of the geometrical configuration of the loaded object, and the
nominal principal loading stress S. Here, on the average the notch and its tip are
supposed to lie perpendicularly to the loading stress S.

Thus, if a crack is conceived of as a narrow notch whose boundary is a smooth
curve characterized by a tip radius p, then no matter how small one assumes this
radius to be, the boundaryt stress Stip at the tip is practically, for sufficiently
large a/p,

Stip = SC/a/p = 2 K/.r,;:p

= 2 K/ {[L

=2 Y/L

utilizing the above expression for K and L = y.r,;:p/s!IT.a) + 2(1-~2)Y/E. Note that
Stip = 2 Y/L with K defined either as K = s!IT.a or K = S!a since TI may be cancelled
out of the expression for L. The use of the approximate expression for L is satis
factory since our machined-in radii are sufficiently large to make the second term
in L negligibly small.

The meaning of "sufficiently large a/p" in the preceding paragraph is typified
by this: In general the expression for maximum elastic notch stress will ~iven
by a more complicated expression than used above, e.g., by Stip =S(l + 2/a/p) for
an elliptic hole lying across a tension field of loading stress S~ut for suffi
ciently large alp it reduces for practical purposes to Stip = SCva/p.

Thus we have connected C, the coefficient of notch stress concentration of any
Mode I narrow notch of depth (usually denoted by) "a", and tip radius p with K as
well as S, Y, and L. StiP may be above the yield stren~th, but this connection
remains valid for our analyses and use of our L versus f curves.

a. Simple Example Using Tables or Formulae, Appendix A

Let a narrow parabolic notch of tip radius p = O. 01" be machined into a mate
rial of Y = 100 ksi yield strength. Let K{ evaluated for the test geometry from
the load at initial failure, be 30 ksi in.~.

,....,ylITP
Then L = -y- = 0.5908.

From the tables t = 0.7257, thus F = (1 + t) Y = 172.57 ksi.

Using the formulae instead of the tables, we note that Land t are in Region
I since in Region I, 2 ~ L ~ 0.5, and therefore

*It is more natural in the analysis to use the K = sv'a definition than the one we use above, K =S~ thus that K = (CS/2..,..;i:
In this paper we use the expression containing 1f because most data and literature conform to it.

tIn polar coordinates the boundary near the tip with such a characterization is r = (P/2) cos-2«() /2), where 8 is measured from the
crack (notch) center line.
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t = 13/[9/(2-L)-4] = 0.7257, as before.

To get the distance of the break below the notch tip, we must use one of the
formulae of Appendix A since we have not constructed tables from the formulae for
distance.

These are, for Region I,

l3/f = l/(Y - 0.5) + 1/3

9/(2 - L) = l/(Y - 0.5) + 13/3

where Land t are to have the values found above.

Either formula gives

Y - 0.5 = 0.4870

which is the distance of the initial break from the nose of the crack, in tip radii.
In inches we have 0.4870 x 0.01 = 0.00487.

Conversely, if this distance were observed, the formula relating f to Ycould
be used to find t and the latter to find F.

Obviously, if this distance is regarded as too small to measure, a change of
test specimen dimensions would be necessary.

b. Linear F Versus Y Fracture Law

The linear F versus Y fracture law is

F = (1 + S) Y + f

where Sand f are constants and S is the S of the family of overlays contained
herein. It is generally useful; it is not only for piecewise approximation of
more general laws. However, care must be taken to see that there are no disconti
nuities in the region being notched.

With this law, it

S =

f =

F1 - F2 _ 1 =
Y1 - Y2

F1Y2 - F2Y1
Y1 - Y2

is apparent that the constants Sand fare

~
Y1 - Y2·

--~
Y1 - Y2

and
(1) For S = -1, F = f = constant and F1 = F2.

The fracture stress is constant.

(2) For S = 0, F = Y + f and F1 - F2 = Y1 - Y2.
The change in fracture strength equals the change in Y.

(3) If f = 0, S = f = f1 = f2 = F1/Y1 - 1 = F2/Y2 - 1; F2 = F1Y2/Y1.

(4) If Y1 = Y2, F1 = F2 = F.
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If this condition holds, there will be no difference in F even though the
specimens have different tip radii. If one wants the effect of Y on F, one must
vary Y, e.g., one cannot simply vary tip radii to find the effect of Y on f.

Let us assume that we have made another experiment with another specimen in
addition to that of Example Sa, using a yield strength of 150 ksi and the same tip
radius of 2.01 inch and find that K computed from the load at initial failure is
20 ksi in.>;!.

Then L = 1.3293 (Region I)
t = 0.1839
F = (1.1839)(150) = 177.59 ksi
Y - 0.5 = 0.1101, and
(0.1101) (0.01) = 0.00110 inch.

Thus from the results above and of Example Sa we find that

f3 = -0.8996
f = 162.53 ksi, so that
F = 0.1004Y + 162.53.

In our illustration here we have used arbitrarily assumed data. But if there
were a material corresponding to these figures, our f3 = -0.9 overlay should be
used for its graphical analysis.

We have assumed that K was determined from A.S.T.M. specification type proce
dures. However, in determining KIc we have assumed that the load corresponding to
initial failure is detectable and used if different from that specified in the
standards.

Instead of doing that, we might have assumed that the distance of the initial
fracture from the nose was observed on the fractured surface of the specimen to
be given by the values of V - 0.5 computed above, and used the formulae for V - 0.5
to compute the L's and tIS. From the latter and the yield strength we would then
compute the F's and the fracture law.

This latter procedure is far the most appealing. It requires no formula for
K and no means of detecting K.

SUMMARY

Along with technical background and proofs, this paper demonstrates the method
used by the writers to obtain fracture stress and effective crack tip radius corre
sponding to the instant of fracture, very simply from log-log plots of KIc and cor
responding yield strength data, using transparent overlays supplied with the paper.
It employs examples to illustrate the method, the influence of testing temperature,
metallurgical structure, chemistry, and even the existence of the effective crack
tip radius. It includes associated tables relating two dimensionless parameters L
and t, involving toughness, yield strength, crack tip radius, and peak stress at
any elastically contained degree of yielding consistent with valid toughness data.
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APPENDIX A.

I. Tables of L Versus t and t Versus L (Figure A-I)

L = Y~/K + 2(1-~2)Y/E

t = Sma/Y 1

where

Y = yield strength
E = Young's modulus of elasticity
K = toughness
p = crack tip radius
~ = Poisson's ratio
t = maximum shear trajectory angle change in yielded region

Smax = maximum stress (can be a fracture stress)

2.0

2.521.51

O':-- L-- L- L-__-=:t::::===--__L..J
o 0.5

1.5

0.5

L
1.0

Figure A-1. L versus f.
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TABLES OF L VERSUS f
L f L f L f L f

2.000U .~OOO 1.9500 .0090 1.9UOO .02ul 1.8500 .iJ30S
1.9990 .0002 1.9~:.W .0100 1.39'30 .02[;<4 1.8lf'.30 .0312
1.9930 .0004 1.9400 .0102 1.8980 .(1ZCG 1.34130 .0314
1.9970 .0006 1 .~4 70 .010lf 1.8970 .0208 1.8lf70 .0316
1.9960 .0008 1.94(,0 .010E; 1.8960 .CZ10 1.34GO .0310
1.9950 .OCI0 1.9lf50 .0108 1.8950 .0212 1.8lfSO .0320
1.9940 .0012 1 • 94 .. C • Q111 1 .. 89QO .f214 1.3114C 0 7 '">7

• oJi-..J

1.9930 .0014 1.94.:10 .011 J 1.8930 .;]216 1.a1l30 .0325
1.9920 .0015 1.942u .fi115 1.8920 .0218 1.842G .(,327
1.9910 .0017 1.9lf10 .011 7 1.8~llO .tJ220 1.UlllD .032:3
1.3900 .0019 1.94 JO .011S 1.8900 .0223 1.840C .0331
1.9890 .0021 1.93Xl .0121 1.8390 .0225 1.8390 .033Lj
1.988G .0023 1.9300 .012::> 1.8830 .0227 1.i:i33C .033G
1.9870 .0025 1.9370 .0125 1.8370 .0229 1 .837 D .0333
1.3860 .OCJ27 1.931.. 0 .G127 1.BSGO .0231 1.B3GO .(1340
1.9850 .0029 1.9350 .O12~ 1.8350 .0233 1.il350 .0Jll .3
1.9840 .00:')1 1.93,,0 .0131 1.88LtO .0235 I.B3ltO .031.15
1.9830 .0033 1.93;)0 .0133 1.8J30 .0238 1.83JO .0347
1.982e .0035 1.9.>20 .0135 1.8820 .0240 1.8320 .O3119
1.9810 .0037 1.9310 .0137 1.8810 .0242 1.8310 .0352
1.9800 .0039 1.93lJO .0139 1.8800 .021.11.1 1.13300 .0351.i
1.9790 .DUlll 1.9290 .01111 1.8790 .0246 1.3290 .0356
1.9780 .001.13 1.92 dO .0 Iii 3 1.87BO .021t8 1.82~O .0358
1.9770 .001.15 1.9270 .01115 1.8770 .0250 1.8270 .03Gl
1.97GO .D01l7 1.92GO .01it7 1.8760 .0;::53 1.8260 .G3G3
1.9750 .U049 1.9250 .DI4'.) 1.8750 .0255 1.82S0 .0365
1.9740 .0051 1.92'10 .0151 1.87LJD .0257 1.821.jG .0367
1.9730 .0053 1.92">0 .015.3 1.8730 .0259 1.8230 .0370
1.9720 .0055 1.9220 .0155 1.8720 .02b1 1.8220 .0372
1.9710 .0057 1.9210 .0158 1.8710 .0263 1.8210 .o:ntt
1.9700 .0059 1.9200 .01GO 1.8700 .0266 1.8200 .0377
1.9690 .0060 1.91 SO .0162 1. 8G 90 .0260 1.9190 .037 :3
1.9680 .0062 1.91 BD .016LJ 1.abBD • C2 70 1.8130 .03&1
1.9670 .OOGlf 1.9170 .0166 1.8670 .0272 1.81iD .0333
1.96GO .OOGE. 1.9160 .016l.l 1.8&60 .0274 1.81bC .03 BG
1.9650 .0063 1.9150 .01 70 1. 8G 50 .0276 1.8150 .0383
1.9640 .007G 1.9140 .0172 1.BEillO .0279 1.8140 .C390
1.9630 .0072 1.91JO .01 74 1 .8630 .0201 1.81:;0 .0392
1.9620 .0071.1 1.9120 .017E. 1.8b20 .0283 I.B120 .0395
1.9610 .0076 1.9110 .0178 1. 8u 10 .0285 1.8110 .0397
1.9GOO .0078 1.91 U0 .01dO 1.BE.OG .0237 1.8100 .0399
1 .95 9G .0030 1 .90 9U .013J 1.8590 .0289 1.8090 .01l;)2
1.9580 .0082 1.90dO .018S 1 .8580 .0292 1.8080 • Oq O~

1.9570 .003<4 1.9070 .01 B7 1.8570 .0294 1.8070 .0ttO ,;
1.9560 .00 B6 1.90GO .0189 1. B5GO .0296 1.3060 .O40~

1.9550 .ooaa 1.9050 .0191 1.8550 .D293 1.8050 .Ottll
1."95110 .0090 1.90110 .019::; 1.85110 .0300 1.B040 .OLi13
1.9530 .0092 1.90,:)0 .0195 1.3530 .0303 1.8030 .OZf1G
1.9520 .OO9lf 1.9020 .0197 1.8520 .0305 1.8020 • O~ 1 &
1.9510 .0096 1.9010 .0199 1.8510 .0307 1.aOl0 .Glf20

1. aDo 0 .Olf22
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L t L t l t l t
1.JOaO .• Olf22 1.7500 .0 Slf1 1.7000 .0666 1 .0500 .07'38
1.7990 .0425 1.7<t~O .0511 4 1 .6990 .0669 1.61130 .OBOO
1.7930 .0427 1.7lfJG .OSlf6 1 .6980 .0671 1.6lfBO .0303
1.7970 .0429 1. 7470 .0549 1.6570 .06711 1. 6lf 70 .(S(1(,

1.7950 .0432 1.71I60 .0551 1.6960 .0676 1.blfGe .01303
1.795G .0'134 1.74;)[ .0553 1 .6950 .0075 1.6115C .0811
1.79f10 .0'-136 1.74-40 .0556 1.69lfO .06J2 1.6f.J1I0 .OJllf
1.7930 .0439 1. 7430 .855& 1.6930 .OoBlf 1.61130 .OB17
1.7920 .0441 1.7it2D .0561 1.6920 .Oli87 1.6q~O .0<319
1.7910 .04113 1.7ttlD .05b3 1.£.910 .0689 1.li1l10 .0822
1.7900 .04lf6 1.7lJQO .0560 1.6900 .0 G92 1.61.J00 .0825
1.7890 .04lf8 1.7390 .0568 1.6890 .0695 1.6390 .0828
1.7830 .0450 1.73dO .0571 1.6dBO .0697 1.GJ30 .0830
1.7870 .0453 1.737(; .0573 1.6870 .0700 1.b370 .0833
1.7850 .OttS5 1.7360 .0575 1.G3GO .0702 1.G3;0 .0336
1.7850 .0 ~ 57 1.73;)[ .057B 1.6850 .0705 1.6350 .0838
1.78lfO .0ttGU 1.73LJO .0581 1.681.f0 .0707 1.63110 .OdLJ1
1.7830 .0462 1.73.50 .0583 1.68:;0 • e7l0 1.6330 .IJBtttt
1.7820 .Oif65 1.7320 .0585 1.6d20 .0713 I.G320 .03lt7
1.7810 .OLt67 1.7310 .05d8 1.6810 .0715 1.6310 .DBLi9
1.7800 .0469 1.7300 .05'.30 1.6300 .071 a 1.6300 .0852
1.7790 .0'172 1.72~[1 .0593 1.£.790 • G721 1.629G .0855
1.7730 .Olf7Q 1.72.:30 .0595 I.G7dC .0723 1.6280 .0353
1.7770 .0476 1.7270 .059ti 1.6770 .072b 1.6270 .08bO
1.7760 .Ott79 1.72uS .0600 1.Ei760 .0728 1 • G26 a .0363
1.7750 .0481 1.7250 .8&03 1.6750 .0731 1.62~0 .OBG&
1.77LJO .Gtt83 1.72lfO .0505 1.67tJD .073lJ 1.G2110 .03\i3
1.7730 .0 .. 36 1 • 72~O .0603 1.673G .0736 1.52:;0 .0872
1.7720 .OLia8 1.7220 .061 J 1.6720 .0739 1.6220 .0874
1.7710 .0491 1.7210 .liEi13 1.6710 .D742 1.6210 .VB77
1.7700 .04 '33 1.7200 .0615 1.6700 .07/iff 1.6200 .08dO
1.7690 .Ott95 1. 71 ~O .061ti 1.&690 .07Lj7 1. G190 .0833
1.7630 .Olf'33 1.71dO .0620 1.6580 .0750 1.6180 .0835
1.7670 .0500 1. 71 70 .0(;23 1 .6& 70 .0752 1 .G1 70 .DeBb
1.760[; .0503 1.7160 .0626 1.6:)60 .0755 1.6160 .0391
1.765J .0505 1.71::i0 .0620 1.605e • 0 7~ 7 1.6150 .089Li
1."?6ljO .0507 1.7140 .0531 1.65110 .0760 1.6140 .0897
1.7630 .0510 1.7LiC .0633 1.6b3G .07b3 1.6130 .0 U99
1.7620 .0512 1.7120 .06.35 1.6620 .0765 1.6120 .0902
1.7610 .0515 1. n1l] .OG3B 1.6610 .0708 1.bl10 .O'JO~

1.7600 .:1517 1.71UO .Dolfl 1.66C;) .0 771 1.a10i) .0908
1. 75 ~O .0519 1. 7e:.iO .06'13 1.6590 .0773 1.6090 .0911
1.75JO .0522 1.70uD .06Q <:i 1.6580 .0776 1.60JiJ .091Jj
1.7570 .052'1 1.7070 .OLLtf. 1 .6570 .0719 1. GO 70 .C91b
1.756u .0527 1.7000 .0651 1.6560 .0782 1.GaGO .0319
1.75::;0 .0529 1.7050 .065::; 1.6550 .07att 1.6050 .0922
1.75f.JG .0532 1.704[; .0556 1.65l.jiJ .07 a 7 1 • Gi OLi 0 .0925
1.75:;0 .0534 1. 70 ~o .Of-5b 1.6530 .0790 1.GOJC .092b
1.7520 .0536 1.70LO .0561 1.6520 .0792 1 .6020 .0931
1.7510 .0539 1. 101 D .0064 1.G51G .0795 1.601D .0933

1.[,000 .0536
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L f L f L f L f
1.(.000 .09:;[, 1 • 5~ 0 C .lG83 1.5[;UO .1L")7 1.45CU .1401
1.5990 .G9:;') 1.5430 .1036 1.4990 .12lfO 1.44'30 .1404
1.59130 .0942 1.5'10(1 .10~9 1.4980 .12'14 1.4460 .1ilE'b
1.5970 .0945 1.5470 .1 O~2 1.LJ<J70 .1247 1.4470 .1411
1.5968 .0943 1.!::'IGO .10~5 1.49GO .1.25C 1.44EC olLJ~il

1.5950 .0951 1.54 ... 0 .109B 1.4'350 .125 .• 1.lf'l50 .1 q1 J
1.59ilO .0953 1. 5'14 C .1101 1.'1940 .1256 1.LJ440 .IIf21
1. 5930 .0956 1.:::;~.JC .110Lj 1.4930 .1260 1.I.jI.jJO .1lt~j

1.5920 .0953 1. S4 2 C • lIe 7 1.4920 .1~l..:; 1.1.!1.J2L .lLf2J
1.5913 .09S2 1.5 LI..i.C .111 a 1.4 no .12b G 1.4410 .1431
1.5 9C 0 .0')b5 1.S'IGC .1113 1.LJ~LO .12(,9 1.I.!IfCC .14':;;:'
1.5 a 90 .O'3G8 1.53:30 .111 G 1.4';90 .127 :2 1.:;3S0 .1Li.3J
1.5880 .0971 1.S~oC .1l1S 1.48GO .1275 1.438[; .1442
1.5870 .O'.l73 1.5370 1 '1 ',") 1.4;370 .127'3 1 • 4 310 .14Lj:J• _ ~L..

1.~S('C .097E; 1.53bC .112S 1 .48 l.O .1262 1.43CC .14 'ii)
1.5850 .0979 1.53,jU .112 n 1 .Ll J50 1 ,~ ~ r- 1.43S0 .1452• .::. 0 J

1.58ilO .0982 1.5340 .1131 1.lIS4C I" . C 1. L1340 oIL{ 5:;• LO_

1.5330 .0'335 1 C",""" .11 J4 1.4J30 .1292 1 .4 3::iO .14!d• .; ..).,J u

1.582G .u 93 8 1.532(; .1137 1.402(; oIL 55 1.LJ32G .14 GZ
1.5810 .03'31 1.53:;'0 .11 ~ 0 1.LjJ18 .1293 1.~3l0 .1456
1.5800 .0 ~94 1.5300 • 111.j :.) 1.I.!BCO .1::;CL 1.4300 .lli('9
1.57'3~ .G'3~7 1.5230 .11Lj~ 1.l.J7SJ .1iGS 1.42~O .llj73
1.57GO .1000 1.52aG .1149 1.47ElC .1.jCS 1. L12 30 .1476
1.5770 .1003 1.5270 .1153 1.LJ770 • .1 J: 1 1 • iJ 27 0 .llj73
1 .576 U .lD05 1.52GO .1EiC. 1 .4 7~c 1"'-c; 1.42GC .1 Ii 83• ... .1. ..
1.5750 .lJ.J8 1.S2jO •1IS"3 1.4750 .1 Jl 3 1.l.J25:J .14.1:'
1.57':0 .101l 1.5240 .11G::: 1 • II 7 Ll U .1':'Ll ~.4240 .1490
1.5730 .lLJ1Li 1.5230 .1155 1.4730 .1 j2 4 l.q230 .149.3
1.5720 .1 U1 7 1.5ZLC .11500 1 .4 12C 01':';':8 1.il22C .14 S 7
1.5710 .1020 1.S21:J .11 71 1.4710 .1 j 31 1.4210 01500
1. 5 700 .1023 1. S20 G .117 1, 1.47~D .1,;,J4 l.420C oI ~ [i~

1.56 ~o .1025 1.51',W .1177 1.'j':';90 .133 J 1.41')0 .15'17
1.5£.80 .HJ29 1.51,,0 .113Ci 1 .4 L30 .1~41 :i. .41 3G .1511
1.5670 .1032 1.5170 .1184 1. ',G70 • .1 .i Lj It 1.4170 .1514
1.56GO .10':>5 1.51l>~ .1137 1.1.Jf."G .1~47 1.41GO .l51ii
1.5650 .10Jd 1.:; LiG 011 gO 1.4':'50 .lJ:'J1 1.4150 01521
1.5640 .l~: q 1 1.5140 .11~3 1.4t;4U .1':'S4 1 • Lj 1'1 G 1 ~- ., c:

• J"-;)

1.56';0 .lG4Lj 1.51JO .11 ~G 1.LjG':;O .1357 1.~130 .1523
1.5620 .llJ47 1.SlLl: .11~~ 1.IJl,ZO .1.:;(,1 1.41~G .1532
1.501J .1050 1.5110 .12r2 1.l.JG10 .1 J 64 1.4110 .1535
1.56UO .1053 1.SluO • 12(,5 1.If5CO .1:'G7 1.41[:G .153S
1.55 :30 .1056 1.5 ::UO .l209 1.q590 .1371 l.q'J~W .15l.J J
1.5530 .lG5~ 1.5[iuC .lL1;:: 1.lf530 .1i 74 1. 4C CG .154&
l.5S7G .10G2 1.5070 "')11'; 1.LjS7G .1 J 77 1.LJ070 .1550• J. ... _ .....

1.5550 .1065 1.5CGO .1216 1.45GO .1.:.. 81 l.ilOCO .1:';53
1.5550 .10Gd 1.50se .1221 1.l.J:J50 .lJ8lj 1.LJ05G 01557
1.5540 .1071 1.5040 • 1 L 2 L~ 1.LJS4G .1.587 1.401iG .15GO
1.553'J .107q 1.5030 .., .,.,." 1.4S30 .1391 1.403G .1564e.1.',L,O

1.5520 .lLl77 1.Su20 • 12 ~1 1.LJ520 .1 ~ S4 :u LIO 20 .lSG7
1.5510 .1'J30 1.5010 1 -, "" 1.431::3 .1.]:33 1 .l.J01G .1571• L...,)"'S

1.4000 .1575
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l t l t l t L t
1.4000 .1575 1.35GO .1755 1.3eao .1'356 1.2500 .2165
1.3990 .1578 1. 34 ~ 0 .17G3 1.2g90 .1 %0 1.2ljSO .21&9
1.3980 .1582 1.3lt,ju .1 7 G7 1.~930 .195q 1.2~ao .217ll
1.3970 .1585 1 • ::iii 10 .1771 1.2910 .15&8 1.2Q10 .2118
1.39G:J .1539 1.3liuu .1 771..j 1.2'3GO .1'372 1.~'.j6(j .2132
1.3958 .1593 1.34:::" 0 .177[, 1.29~)C .1975 1.24S0 .2187
1.39 1.0 .11J'3G 1.3i.11.JO .17;:'2 1 • 2 ,)11 J .1'3;)0 1 .~!jLjO .2191
1.3930 .1600 1.34";0 .1 7 ~G 1.2930 .15Blj ]. .2113C .Z195
1.3920 .1503 1.::;4~C .17,)C 1.2320 .1963 1.2LJ20 .220iJ
1. 3910 .lbD7 1. 34l C .17'3 l , 1.2910 .19'32 :-lo~410 .2204
1.3900 .lEil1 1.31jUO .1797 1.2'308 .19'36 1.2LJOO .220 'J
1.3890 .1bl~ 1.3:JSlJ .1501 1.2390 .LeOD 1.23gC .2213
1.3d30 .lb18 1 .33 dO .13CS 1.2330 .2l.iOS 1.~J(jO .221 7
1.3610 .1521 1.3370 .1':'US 1.281C .20(,9 1.2370 .2222
1.38GO .1625 1.33liO .1 a 13 1.2860 .2013 1.23ti8 .222G
1.3850 .1629 1.3::i=.,C .1017 1.:a5C .Z(n7 ~.235G .2231
1.384Q .1632 1.3340 1 r,.., ,

1.23~O .20Ll 1.2340 .2235• ~L""

1.3830 .lG3b 1.3.:dU .13LI, 1.283C .2C25 1.Z::;:3C .2239
1.3JZO • Hill 0 1.3320 .lcL203 1.232:J .2029 1 .~ 320 .224~

1.38:"0 .1643 1.331r .1832 1.2S1C .2L.>" 1.231C .22LJo
1.3<380 .lSLJ7 I.J3JO .1 J 35 1.2130D .2033 1.230J .22;'3
1.3190 .1651 1.32~O • :i. 8 ~ C 1.279C .2042 i.Z25L .2257
1.31dO .lb5ll 1.32dO .1d"" 1.27dO .2046 1.2230 .22u2
1.3770 .16513 1.3270 .1848 1 .2770 .20~O 1.1.270 .22(,&
1.37GO .1652 1.32tJ:J .1 J 52 1.2760 .2054 1 .2260 .2271
1.3750 .166S 1.325C .lo5t. 1.2"150 .2059 l.2ZSU .2275
1.3740 .1669 1 .3 2q 0 .1860 1.274;] .2053 1.22110 .2 2a J
1.3130 .1573 1.:;)2.5(: .lbG4 1.273[ .ZCG7 1.2230 .2204
1.3720 .1676 1.3220 .1868 1.2720 .2071 :1.2220 .2289
1.371C .1580 1.3210 .1071 1.271[; .2075 1.2210 .2293
1.3108 .16BLJ 1.32JO .lil7G 1.2700 .2UoO 1.2200 .22~J

1.36se .lGB8 1.31 SO .1()7'3 1.2b90 .2uBll 1.2190 .2302
1.':;680 .1691 1.3130 .ld83 1.2580 .2088 1.~180 .2307
1.3670 .1~95 1.311[; .1087 1 • 2L 7U .2092 1.2110 .2311
1.36bO .1599 1.3100 .139::' 1.2660 .2U96 1.2160 .2316
1.3650 .1 1G 3 1.315[1 .1&S5 1.26S0 .2101 1.l.15G .2::>20
1.36110 .1106 1.31LfO .1<1'JS 1.2CliQ .2105 1.21QO .2325
1.3630 .1110 1.3150 .1903 :i..2b30 .2109 1.213G .2329
1.3620 .111q 1.:U.20 .1 ~~7 1.2G20 .2113 1.2120 • 2J.~q
1.3610 .1 11 S 1.3110 .1911 i.ZL10 • .2118 1.211C .2338
1.3500 .1721 1.31 uO .1:Jl:' 1.2(100 .2:.1.22 1.2100 .23l.13
1.3590 .172S 1.30S0 .191:J 1.~590 .212t> 1.2090 .2 3 Ll 8
1.35JO .1729 1.3000 .1923 1.2530 .21"::;1 1.20;]0 .2352
1.3570 .1 133 1.3010 .1927 1 .::57(1 -, '" -'''''' 1.'::07U .2357..... J.~;:,

1.3550 .1736 1.30bO .1931 1.2560 .21.19 1 .206 [] .2361
1.3550 .17LtO 1.30;,,0 1 0 O' ,- 1.2550 .2143 1. ZO 50 .23Gb• "';'.,J.J.

1.354iJ .17Lfij 1.30~D .193S 1.25ttJ • 21 ~ 3 J. • 20LJ 0 .2371
1.3530 .1 743 1.30':';0 .194':; 1.253C .2152 1.203U .2375
1.3520 .1151 1.JOLO .19tj7 1.2520 .2155 1 .2020 .2380
1.3510 .1755 1.3010 .1£51 1.2510 .21 b 1 1.2010 .2384

1.2000 .2389
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L t L t L t L t
1.2000 .2389 l.15UO .2629 1.1000 .2887 l.05CO .:n64
1.1990 .2394 1.1490 .263Lt 1.0990 .2892 1.0490 .3170
1 ...1980 .2398 1 .14 ~c .2639 1.0980 .2 B~H l.04~U .31 76
1.197Q • 2'-I£J 3 l.1fJ70 .264Lt 1.0970 .2903 1.01.j70 .318Z
1.1960 .2408 l.14GO .2GI.j9 1.09GG .2508 l.04GO .31U7
1.1950 .21.j12 l.1Q50 .265 Lj 1.0950 .291Lt l.01.j50 .31'33
1.1940 .2lf17 1.1li40 .2659 1.0940 .2519 l.0ljqC .3199
1.1930 .2lf22 l.1lfJO .2G6lf 1.0930 .232" 1.0430 .3205
1.1920 .2426 1.142.0 .2bb9 1.0920 .2930 l.0Q20 .3211
l.191G • 2lf 31 l.1lflO .2674 1.0910 .29.3 5 1.0lf10 .3210
1.19UO .2436 i.140C .2fi7'J l.0S0e .2941 I.OIlDe .3222
1.1 a 90 • ZQ40 1.1 J 30 .26J~ l.0d90 .2946 1.03<)0 .3228
1.1880 .2445 l.13tiO .2b89 1.0880 .2951 l.03JO .3234
1.1870 .2450 1.1370 .2691.j 1.00370 .2957 1.0370 .32'W
1.1860 .Z45lf 1.1360 .2699 l.08bO .2S&2 1.0360 .324&
1.1 a 50 .2459 1.1350 .2704 1.0850 .2963 1.0350 .3252
1.18LiO .246lt 1.1340 .21[9 1.0840 .2573 1.0340 .3258
1.1830 .2469 1.1 JJO .2714 l.083D .2979 1.0330 .32GLt
1.1820 .2473 1.132('. .2720 1.0820 .2584 1.0320 .3269
1.1810 .2478 1.1310 .2725 1.0810 .2990 1 .0 31 0 .3275
1.1800 .24a3 1.1:500 .27::iD 1.080G .2~95 1.0300 .3281
1.1790 .2Lt8S 1.1290 .2735 1.0790 .3001 1.0290 .3287
1.1780 .2.493 l.12iiC .2 7q 0 1 .c 7 80 .3006 1.02(;0 .32S3
1.1770 .Zq97 1.1270 .27 Lt 5 1.0770 .3012 1.0270 .3299
1.1 760 .2502 1.1250 .275C l.07GO .3017 l.02£.0 .3305
1.1750 .2507 1.1250 .2755 1.0750 .3023 1 .0250 .3311
1.1 7q 0 .2512 1.1240 .27(,1 1.0740 .3028 1.02l10 .3317
1.1730 .2516 1.12.30 .2766 1.0730 .3034 1 .O~30 .3323
1.1720 .2521 1.1220 • Z771 1.0720 .30'-;0 1.0220 .3329
1.1710 .2526 l.121J .2776 1.0710 .30lj5 1 .O~l!J .3335
1.17GO .2531 1. 120 (; .2781 1.0700 .3L~1 1.0200 .33lj1
1.1690 .2536 1.1190 .2787 1.06'30 .3056 1.0190 • 33q 7
1.1680 .25q1 l.llao .279t.: 1.0b80 .3Cb2 1.0180 .3353
1.1670 • 2Sq 5 1.1170 .2797 1.0670 .3068 1.0170 .3359
1.1&60 .2550 l.l1bD .280..:: l.0bbG .3073 1.0160 .:B66
1.1650 .2555 l.l1se .2007 l.C650 .307'3 1.0150 .3372
1.1640 .25GO 1.1140 .2&13 l.0GqO .30814 l.DILjO .3376
1.1630 .2505 1.1130 .281 B 1.0630 .3090 1.0130 .33Slf
1.1620 .2570 1-1120 .2823 1.0&20 .3096 1.0120 .3390
1.1610 .2575 1.1110 .2328 l.0G10 .3101 1.0110 .3396
1.1600 .2580 1-1100 .28311 1.0 lIOO .31(17 1.0100 .3q02
1.1590 .2585 1.1090 .2839 1.0590 .3113 1.0090 .3403
1.1580 .2589 1.10 bO .28qq 1 .0580 .3118 1.0080 .314 1q
1.1570 .2594 1.1010 .281j9 1.0570 .312q 1.0070 .3q21
1.1560 .2599 1.1060 .2655 1 .0560 .31 :,)0 1.0060 .3427
1.1550 .2o(]lf 1.1050 .2860 l.0SSD .3136 1.0050 .343.3
1.15QO .2609 i. H)-Ii 0 .28b5 l.05QO .3141 l.00QO .3Q39
1.1530 .261q l.10JO .2871 1.0530 .3147 l.00:W .31445
1.1520 .2 G19 1~1020 .287[, 1.0520 .3153 1.0020 • 3Q 52
1.1510 .262q 1.1010 .2881 1.0510 .3158 1.0010 .3453

l.0DDu .3LJ6lj
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L t L t L t L t
1.0000 .3L1GLI .95UO .3789 .9000 .Lll.142 .03500 .LI 52 7

.9990 .3L1 70 • 9L1 90 .3796 .6990 .Li149 .8490 .Li535

.9930 • 3Li 77 .9lfdO .3802 .8980 .Lf 1 57 .84S0 .lf5lf3

.9970 .3Li83 • 9Li 70 .3809 .8970 .li16li .8'& 70 .Li 551

.9960 .3lf39 • 9Li 60 .3816 .8960 .lf171 .aLitiO .LI 559

.9950 .3L195 .9450 .3823 .B950 .Lll79 • B4 50 .LiSfJ7

.99liO .3502 .9lflfO .3830 .89lfO .lf186 .aLllfO .Lf 57 5

.9930 .35CB • 9Li .I [} .383G .6930 • li19L1 .SLl30 • li 5 aLi

.9920 .351 Lf .9420 .33L13 .d920 .lf201 .8lf20 .Ll592

.9910 .3521 .9410 .3850 .8910 .li~C9 .BLi10 .Lif,Oo

.9900 .3527 .9lfOO .3857 .8900 .tl 2Hi .aLioO .lf60J

.9690 .3533 .9390 .38bLj .S890 .Li2Zli .8390 .lf616

.9880 .35LiO .93dO .3371 .8330 .If 2:;1 .8360 .lf625

.9870 .35Li6 .9370 .3873 .8B70 .LiZ39 .8370 .Li633

.9860 .3j52 .9300 .Jd85 .8860 .Li2lf6 .8360 .lf6Lil

.9850 .3559 .9350 .3892 .BB50 .Li25Li .3350 • Li 6Li 9

.98LiO .3565 .93lfO .3898 .BalfO .lf2Gl .83LiO .4658

.9830 .3571 .93:50 .3905 .8830 .4269 .8330 .46Gb

.9820 .3578 .9320 .3912 .3[120 .lf276 .8320 .lfG74

.9810 .358L1 .9310 .3919 .8G10 .LiZSLi .8310 .LI 683

.9800 .3591 .93UO .3926 .8300 .If 2 92 .8300 .lf691

.9790 .3;)97 • 92~O .3933 .8790 .LL2.99 .82S0 .Ll699

.9780 .360Lf .92,jO .39LfG .8780 .lfJ07 .a280 .If/OB

.9770 .3610 .9270 .39117 .6770 .Li3l5 .8270 • Lf 716

.9760 .3G17 .9260 .395lf .8760 .li 322 .d260 .Lf72lf

.9750 .3623 .92!> 0 .39b2 .0750 .lf3jO .8250 .LI 733

.97LfO .3630 .92tjo .39ti9 .S7lfO .lf338 .B2LfO .Lf 7lfl

.9730 .3636 .92;)0 .3976 .8730 .4345 .8230 .47!:i0

.9720 • 30Lf 3 .9220 .3983 .8720 .If 353 .8220 .lf7S8

.9710 .36Lf9 .9210 .3990 .B7le .Lf361 .8210 • LI 7(, 7

.9700 .3656 .9200 .3997 .8700 .Lf 369 .8200 .Lf 77 5

.9690 .3(;62 • 91 ~o .400Li .6690 .Li376 .61 SO .Lf 7BLi

.96 dO • 36G 9 .91 dO .lfOl1 .8680 .lf3SLf .8180 .li792

.9670 .3~ 75 .91 70 .LlOIB .8G 70 .Li392 .81 70 .li80l

.9660 .3682 .9160 .Ll026 .8660 .LfQOo .8160 • li 30 9

.9650 .3GB9 .91 [j 0 .Ll033 .6650 .LfLl06 .6150 .461 a

.9640 .3G95 .91LjO .LfOlfO .86 LI 0 .If Lf16 .BIL10 .LlS27

.9630 .3702 .91 SO • Lf OLI 7 .8630 .4LiZ3 .3130 .Li635

.9620 .370 a .9120 .lfOSLI .8620 .Lf Lf31 .8120 .If 3LfLf

.9610 .3715 .9110 .Lf061 .8610 .LfLf39 .8110 .LtB52

.9600 .3722 .9100 .li 069 .8600 .~4Lj7 .3100 .lf361

.9590 .3728 • 90 ~o .Lf076 .85SG .LfLj~5 .809G .lf870

.9580 .3735 .90dO .Lj033 .8S30 .l.jlf63 .d080 .q,37d

.9570 .3 7Lf Z .90 70 .lie91 .8570 • Lf Li 71 .8070 .Li8B7

.956!J • 37Lf 8 .9060 .lf098 .8560 .Lf!479 .d060 .'1896

.9550 .3755 .9050 • Li 1G 5 .8550 .liLi37 .8050 .Li905

.9SliO .3762 .9040 .Lfl12 .35'10 .LfLfS5 .aOLfO .'1913

.9530 .3769 .9030 .Li120 .8530 .4503 .8030 .lf~22

.9520 .3775 .9020 .'1127 .8520 .LJSl1 .3020 .Ll931

.9510 .37132 .9010 .Lf13Lf .8510 .4519 .6010 .LigQO
.GOOO .Li949
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L t L t L t L t
.GOOO .ll9ll9 .7500 .5ll13 • nOD .53i5 .G500 • £,4 55
.7990 .ll~57 .7 II 90 .5LJ22 .6990 .5936 .6LJ90 .6;:;07
.791>0 .ll966 .7llo0 .5ll32 .69BO .5SLJ7 .6ll6G .6519
.797'J .ll975 .7Lj70 .5LJLJ2 .6970 .5958 .Gll70 .6531
.7%0 .498ll • 7ll b 0 .:Jll5£. .G9LG .S'3G9 .611GG .65ll3
.7950 .ll9'33 .7 q 50 .5llGl .6950 .5~80 .EiLJSO .6555
.7940 .5(lO~ • 7LJ 4 0 .5LJ71 .69L;G .5'390 .G1l4G .G5be
.7930 .5Jl1 .7lljD .5LJ31 .6930 .60el .5lj30 .6580
.7920 .502e • 7LJ ;;: 0 .5LJ91 .6520 .6012 .bllZO .6592
.7910 .5029 .7ll1G .5501 .6910 .6023 .all1O .~60lj

.7900 .5038 .7400 .55U .t)9LO .6G':;LJ .6400 .6[,17

.7890 .;5ulJ7 .7390 .5521 .6890 .Gu4S .5390 .662 S

.788[; .5LJ55 .7 SoC .5531 .G880 .60SG .G3bO • (.b41

.7870 • 58 G5 .7370 .55LJl .6J7C .6 D6 8 .6370 .6lJ5lj

.7860 .507ll .73bO .5551 .5aGD .607'3 .6360 .GEi66

.7850 .50B3 .7350 .5561 .6850 .6090 .6350 .6 G7 S

.78LJD .5052 • 7.:i ~ 0 .5571 .68ll(j .61e1 .0340 • bb 91

.7a.:.;0 .5101 .7330 .55d1 .6338 .5112 .s 330 .I-J 70 J

.7820 .5110 .7.>20 .5!:-91 .t.-820 .6123 .6320 .G71b

.7810 .5120 .73.L0 .5601 .6J11J .6135 .£J310 .6728

.7800 .5129 .7300 .5t.l1 .6800 .5146 .6300 .67LJ1

.7790 .5138 .7290 .5622 .6790 .6157 .6290 .675lj

.7780 .5147 .72(jO .51::,32 .6730 .61bB .6280 .67f.t.

.7770 .5156 .7270 .56ll2 .6770 .61 dO .6270 .677 9

.77Go .5166 .72bO .5£,52 • £j 7 bG .5151 .02(,0 .6792

.7750 .5175 .72;:>0 .5662 .6750 .6202 .6250 .6304

.7740 .5184 • 7240 .5673 .67Lj( .G21LJ .02'10 .G817

.7730 • 51 ~3 • 72..:i0 .5683 .6730 .6225 .0230 .G330

.7720 .52:03 .72<::0 • 5b 9::; .6720 .b2~7 .6220 • b 84.3

.7710 .5212 .7210 .;:)703 .6710 .6243 .6210 .6355

.7700 .5221 .7200 .5714 .6700 .6LGo .b20C .6B£.b

.7690 .5231 .7190 .572tl .6590 .6271 .6190 .Gaal

.7680 .5240 .7100 .5735 .6b80 .6£:83 .6U~0 • 6 B9'r

.7670 .5250 .7170 .57LJ5 .6670 .62S~ .6170 .6'301

.7660 .5259 .71 bO .57S5 .f,GbG .6S0G .blfiD .6S20

.7650 .5269 .7150 .5766 .6558 .6313 .6150 .6'333

.7GllO .5278 .7140 .577G .G6lJO .1:>';;;:9 .b140 .G9'1b

.7630 .5287 .7130 .57ci7 .6530 .o31t1 .0130 .6959
.71;20 .5297 .71 iC .5797 .bb20 .G~53 .6120 .6972
.7610 .5307 .71.1.0 .:JR03 .651J .b.36~ .6110 .6985
.7600 .5;)16 .7100 .5al& .(,\-JCO .Ei:57b .GI00 .6998
• 759') .5326 .7090 .582'3 .6590 .6Jod .6090 .7012
.7580 .5335 .70 uo .58£iO .5580 .64(;0 .6030 .7025
.7570 .53ll5 .7070 .5850 .6570 .6411 .0070 .703d
.75GO .535'-1 .70GO .58[,1 .b5GG • b4 2 3 • flO GO .7051
.7550 .SJ6ll .70JO .5872 .655J .6LjJS .6050 .7063
.75LJD .50574 .7040 .5802 • b5'j 0 .6...... 7 .60LiO .707&
.7530 .5383 .70':;0 .5Sg;; .6530 .!:i llS '3 .6830 • 70~1
.7520 .539:,) • 7020 .590lf .6520 • (''i 71 .6020 .7105
.7510 .5ll03 .7010 .591tj .6510 .f,4D.3 .6010 .7118

.6000 .7132
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.bCOO .7132. .55oJO .78Lj8 .5000 .8660 .LiSOO .'3525
.599[1 .71Lj5 .5490 .7SG3 .llg90 • BEl 77 .Lj490 .9SQ3
.5930 .713 '3 .5LjdO .7iJ79 .4980 .8 G95 .1I Llila .9551
.5970 .7172 .5470 .78S4 .Q S 70 .8712 .4470 .9578
.::i950 .7186 .5LjoO .7909 .Lj960 .8729 ./~lfGO .J5SS
.5950 .7200 .54:)0 .7~25 .1I950 .8747 .4450 .9613
.:::i940 .7213 .5440 .7'JLjO .119 LiQ .B76lj .Lj4LtO .9G30
.5930 .7227 • SQ 30 • .955 • 1I ~ 30 .8731 .44':;0 • Soli 7
.592u .7241 .5Li20 .7 CJ71 .Lj '320 .a 799 .lJ420 .9665
• SSlG • 7Z5'• .5410 .7C3u7 .4910 • BB1E; .4 Ll1 0 .9[,82
.5900 .72613 .5LiDO .aoo£: .Lj'30G •a333 .ljlWO .9699
.S8SU • 72 &~ .53~C .301d • If 3 90 .8b51 .4390 .S717
.588C .7296 .53dO • 8G 3~ .ljd30 .83613 .ll 330 .97JLj
.5870 .7310 .5370 .80liS • '" b 70 .8005 • Q3 7G .97~1

.5850 • 7J21~ .5360 .BOGS .LjdGO .8')C2 .43GO .97~~[j

.;)850 .7338 .535C .3[31 .4650 .GSZO .4350 .9785
• 584:::J .7352 .53iiO • .:30'37 .lj.3lfiJ .8937 .Lj.3liO .930.3
.5&30 .7366 .53~O .8113 .483G .3S::;4 ."33[; .9320
.5820 .7380 .5320 .8122 .LtS2J .8972 .If 320 .90.3J
.5810 .7394 .5310 .8144 .4 SID .8913S .4310 .9855
.saGO .7LjOa .5300 .316 l.i • if JOJ .9GGG .4300 .')312
.5790 .74ZZ • 5i JC .81'G • I{ 730 .so;.:q • If ZSO .98~O

.S7JG .7436 .52aG • J1 ':i2 .LJ730 .'JG~l .4280 .'3907

.577G .7451 .5270 .8209 .ll -; 7C .SOS8 • Li2 70 • S9Zli

.5760 • 14 G::; .52b~
... ') .,') t:' .Lj7GO .·~o 76 .ll 26 0 .'394.2.0,,-.:-.:)

.5750 .7Li7:; .52::jO .6241 .1.i750 • 5U 53 .LJ2S0 .99SS

.57LjO • H '33 .5240 .d257 .4740 .911 0 .i.t2LiO .'J97ci

.5730 .7508 .52;)0 .3273 .4730 .5128 .Li2~:J .9994

.5720 .7522 .52LO .d2S0 .1l720 .'31Li5 .tJZ20 1.0C:.I.l
• 5 7l~ .7537 .:J2.J.LJ .83Gb .471L • ~n G2 .4210 1.0028
.5700 .7::; 51 .52:,jD .8323 .li70o .91oJQ .If 200 I.GOlfo
.5698 .75G6 .51:JG 8 7 - 0 .4 b 50 .5197 .4190 1.00E;3• ..JJJ

.5680 .7S3C .SldO .ass;) .4C80 .'321Lj .Q130 1.0030

.5El70 .7595 .51 70 .3372 .4 b 70 9"-;7 .Li170 1.(10~&• '-j~

.56G8 .7609 .5hiO .3389 .4S60 .92li9 .Q1EiO 1.0115

.5650 .762L.f .51~O .dt,CS .Ltb5u • 9~G6 .Lt150 1.0132

.5640 .7639 .51LiO .8 l 122 .4G40 .928LJ .4140 1.0150

.5630 .7G53 • 51::> L1 .BLj::;S .lfG 30 .53C'1 .4130 1.01E;7

.5620 .7663 .5120 .845 S .4(;20 .9318 .'-1120 1.(!18lf

.5El10 .7683 .5110 .G1l72 .lIGI0 .93::;5 .cil10 1.(1202

.5600 .76ga .Slau •a'l a '3 .11GCO .9353 .LjIee 1.02:'3

.5590 .7713 • S090 .85CG .ll 590 .9":'70 .40 SL 1.023G

.5530 .7723 .50dO .3523 .Lf S80 .9387 .408C 1.025':;

.5570 .7742 .5070 .854G .4 S 70 .94 C5 .4070 1.Q271

.5550 .7757 .SOliO .8557 .1.l550 .9 .. 22 .!lOGO l.u~86

.5550 .7772 .50:;;(1 .857Lj .Lf550 • 911 ~ 9 .4050 1.[:305

.5540 .7738 .5uifO .aS91 .LJ5110 .9LJ57 .ll 040 1.032 ;)

.5530 .7303 .5L.50 .dbGG .li 530 • 9Lt 74 .1l0:;C 1.[i340

.5520 • 7dIS .502G .3£;23 .11528 .9 1191 .Lj02G 1.0357

.5510 .7333 .5U10 .8E,1;3 .4510 .95D9 .4010 1 .0375
.4000 1.C392
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.LteGO 1.0392 .35uO 1.1258 .3000 1.21ii.l .2500 1.29!JO
.3990 1.0if09 .34 '30 1.1275 .2990 1.2141 .2'4'JO 1.3007
.3980 1.0427 • 3Lj 80 1.129;:) .2980 1.2159 • 2Lj L0 1 .3025
.3970 1.0444 .3470 1.131C .297C 1.2176 .2470 1.30l.J2
.3960 1.0461 .34 be 1.1327 .295U :.. .21 S3 .2450 1.3[,59
.3950 1.0lf79 .3450 1.131i5 .2350 1.2211 .2LJ50 1.3877
.39qO 1.0495 • 34 l~ (] 1.1352 .?9l10 l.2228 .21.j40 1.309'1
• .3930 1.0513 .3113C 1.1379 .293J 1.22lj5 .2!.J30 1 .311l
.3920 1.0531 .342(; 1.1397 .2920 l.22£.3 .2420 1.3125
.3910 1.0Slf8 .3(410 1.1ljlLJ .2910 l.228C1 .2LJ10 1.31lJG
.3900 1.0565 .34 ::10 1.1'131 .2900 1.2297 .240[, 1.31(,3
• 3d 90 1.0583 .33 SO 1.1ljlj'j .2890 1 .2 J1 5 .23'30 1.3181
.3880 1.0600 .3300 1.1LjS£. .2880 1.2:>::'2 .238C 1.3193
.3870 1.(jti17 .3370 1.1LJ8.3 .2J7C 1 .2349 .2370 1 .3215
.38GO 1.0635 .33bO 1.1501 .23&0 1.2:)(,7 .2350 1.3233
.3850 1.0652 .33;)0 1.151J .2350 1.2.:idlf .~ 350 1.3250
.38'10 1.0669 .3:;40 1.1535 .2840 1.2itL1 .2340 1.32£.7
.3830 1.0636 .3330 1.1553 .2330 1 .2 4l 9 .2330 1.3235
.3820 1.070 1! .332C 1.iS7e .2620 1.::'136 .23ZC 1.3302
.3310 1.0721 .331lj 1.1587 .2d1D 1 .24!'" 3 .:2 31 iJ 1.3313
.3800 1.0738 .33U[; 1.1&01.( .2800 1.21i70 .2300 1.3337
.3790 1.0756 .3230 1 .1622 .2791 1.L~lJa .22~O 1.3354
.3780 1.0773 .32BC 1.1635 .2780 :1...2505 .22 Be 1.3371
.3770 1.0790 .3270 1.1G5G .2770 1.2522 .227 0 1.3383
.3750 1.8aoa .3200 1.1674 .27[,0 1.2540 .2250 1.34C('
.3750 1.0825 .32="0 1 .1691 .2750 1.2557 .2250 1.31123
.3740 1.0B42 .3<::40 I.17C;;' .27lJO 1.257Lj .22LJO 1.34110
.3730 1.0aGe .3230 1.1725 .2730 1 .2592 .2230 1.3115J
.3720 1.0377 .3220 1.1742, .272G 1.2GC9 .2220 1.3475
.3710 1.0d94 .3210 1.176(, .2710 :i.2G26 .2210 1.31.f92
.3700 1.0912 .3ZGO 1.1778 .2700 :i..264tt .2200 1.3510
.3690 1.0929 .31 'JD 1.1795 .269G 1.2G61 .21 '30 1.3527
.3630 1.0946 .3100 1.1812 .2GBO 1.;;:&78 .21LO 1.35 CiLt
.3670 1.l:l9G4 .3170 1.1830 .2670 1.2C36 .2170 1.3552
.3660 1.1]931 .3100 1.18lj7 .266C 1.2713 .21GO 1.3579
.3650 1.0938 .3150 1.186LJ .2(;50 i.2730 .2150 1.3596
.364[; 1.lG15 .314 (1 1.1882 .2640 i.27LjB .21110 1.361'1
.3630 1.ID33 .31.30 1.1893 .2630 1.2765 .2130 1.3li31
.3620 1.1050 .3120 1.191(, .2b2C :;'.~782 .212u 1.~6tt8

.3610 1.10G8 .3110 1.1934 .2610 1.2300 .211 0 1.3ii6G

.3600 1.1085 .3100 1.1SS1 .2GGO 1.2817 .2100 1.3683

.3590 1.1102 .3090 1.1968 .259C 1 .23.iLJ .2090 1.3700

.3560 1.1119 .3000 1.19ot. .25GO :.2&52 .20 i.iG 1.371&

.357U 1.1137 .3070 1.200J .2570 J. .2069 .2070 1.3735

.3560 1.1154 .30bO 1.2020 .25G[' 1.2B&6 .ZDGu 1.3752

.3550 1.1171 .3050 1.2037 .2550 ..L .2904 .2050 1.3770

.3540 1.1189 .3040 1.2055 • 25'10 .... ...... (' """) .. .2[;t;O 1.3737J. .... .J ... J.

.3530 1.1206 .3030 1.2C72 .2530 :i.2:J..:;n .2030 1.3304

.3520 1.1223 .30~(1 1.203S .2520 J..29S5 .2(120 1.3 821

.3510 1.1241 .3010 1 .2107 .2510 1.2')73 .2010 1.3339
.2000 1.335:.:1
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.2000 1.3356 .15LlC 1.1.1722 .1000 1.6062 .0500 1.7678
.1990 1.3873 .11.150 1.1.1739 .0990 1.6085 .01.1 90 1.7723
.1980 1.3891 .11.1 JO 1 .tn 5 7 .0']80 1.6109 .Olt80 1'.7770
.1970 1.3908 .1470 1.4774 .0970 1.6133 .0470 1.7817
.1960 1.3925 .1460 1.4791 .0'360 1.6157 .0460 1.78Ei5
.1950 1.3943 .1450 1.LJ&09 .OS50 1.6182 .01450 1.7914
.1940 1.3'9GC .1440 1.q:;26 .0'3ilO 1 .6207 .0440 1.79Glf
.1930 1.3977 .1 tL.tO 1.ttB43 .0930 l .62:>2 .01430 1 • BD 15
.1920 1.3995 .1420 1.4361 .0920 1.6257 .Ott20 1.8066
.1910 1.lf012 01410 1.LJ&70 .0910 1.6~33 .Ott10 1.8119
.1900 1.4029 .1400 1 .ll a 95 .0900 1.Ei309 .0400 1.3173
.1890 1.tt047 013~0 1.4913 .0390 1.6335 .0390 1.8228
.1880 1.4U64 .13dO 1 .1.1 9~O .0330 1.6J62 .0380 1.8284
.1870 1.ttOal .1370 1.4947 .0870 1.6389 .0370 1.8341
.1860 1.4099 .1360 1.4965 .OB60 1.6416 .0360 1.839')
.1850 1.ttl16 .1350 1. il 9G2 .0850 1.Gil4tt .0350 1.8ttS9
.1840 1.4133 .1340 1.49S9 .0840 1.Ei472 .0340 1.8520
.1830 1.4151 .13;)0 1.5017 .0830 1.(,500 .0330 1 • 8582
.1820 1.4Hi8 .1320 1.503lf .OB20 1.6528 .0320 1.8646
.1810 1.il185 .1310 1.5051 • [ 310 1.6557 .0310 1.8711
.1800 1.4203 .1300 1.5069 .oaoo 1.6587 .0300 1.8777
.1790 1.4220 .1290 1.5036 .07SC 1.6616 .02S0 1.BB46
.1780 1.42J7 .1280 1.5103 .07ao 1.6G1l6 .0230 1.8916
.1770 1.42511 .1270 1.5507 .0770 ..... 6677 .0270 1.8988
.1760 1.tt272 .1260 1.5526 .0760 1.6707 .0260 1.906~

.1 750 1.42Bg .1250 1.55'14 .0750 1.67':'9 .0250 1.9137

.17'40 1.4306 .1240 1.5562 .O7~0 1.6770 .O2~0 1.9215

.1730 1.432l.l .1230 1.5501 .c 730 1.G802 .0230 1.9296

.1720 1.4341 .1220 1.5600 .072e 1.61134 .0220 1.9378
,.1710 1.4358 .1210 1.5018 .[,710 1.G8b7 .0210 1.91.1(,'1
.1700 1.tt376 .1200 1.5638 .070e 1.5901 .0200 1.9552
.169U 1.tt393 .11 ~o 1.5657 .OL90 1.6934 .01 SO 1.SGLj3
.1680 1.4ill0 .11 aD 1.5676 .0680 1 .6969 .0180 1.9737
.1670 1.4423 .11 70 1.56~b .Ob 70 1 .7003 .01 70 1.9834
.1600 1.lf'4'45 .1160 1.5716 .06 G0 1.70,38 .0160 1.9936
.1650 1.4'H,2 .115C 1.573b .Ub50 1.7074 .0150 Z.OOltl
.1640 1.4'480 .11lfO 1.5756 .0640 1.7110 .0140 2.0151
.1630 1.4497 .11, ::"0 1.5777 .0030 1.7147 .0130 2.02Gb
.1620 1 • Lj 51 4 .1120 1.5797 .0620 1 .7184 .0120 2.0386
.1610 1.'1532 .111 G 1.5816 .0blO 1.7222 .0110 2.0512
.1600 1.4549 .1100 1.5839 .0600 1.7260 .GI00 2 .0 61lti
.1590 1.'1566 .1(1:10 1.58bO .0590 1.7299 .0050 2.0787
.15 SO 1.1.1581.1 .10ao 1.58B2 .0580 .:i .1 JJ 8 .0 CIa 0 2.0938
.1570 1.4601 .1070 1.5903 .0570 1.7379 .0070 2.1100
.1560 1.q6I8 .1060 1.5925 .0560 1.7419 .0060 2.1276
.1550 1.'1636 .1050 1.5Slf7 .0550 1.74(,1 .0050 2.14t.8
.15ttO 1.4653 .1040 1.5970 .0540 1.7503 .0040 2.lSfjJ
.1530 1.1167[; .10';;0 1.5992 .0530 1.75'15 .0030 2.1SL9
.1520 1.4688 .1020 1.6015 .0520 1.7589 .0020 2.2223
.1510 1.4705 .101r 1.6C35 .[510 1.7b33 .0010 2.21:.08

.0000 2. 3tt tt 1
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.0000 2.0000 .(1250 1.8772 .05CO 1.7671 .0750 1 • b6 78

.0005 1.997Lj .0255 1.B7Lj9 .0505 1.7650 .0755 1.6G59

.OG10 1.~9Lj8 .0260 1.S72t. .0510 1.76;29 .0760 1.66Lil

.0015 1.9922 .0265 1.8702 .CS15 1.7608 .0765 1.6622

.0020 1.9897 .0270 1.8£;79 .0520 1.7588 .0770 1.6603

.0025 1.9871 .0275 1.8656 .0525 1 .7567 .0775 1.653Lj

.0030 1.9aLj5 .0200 1.86~3 .0530 1.75ft6 .0780 1.6566

.-0035 1. 9a20 .02dS 1.8611 .0535 1.7526 .0785 1 .65'17

.00LjO 1.979Li .029G 1.858B .0540 1.7505 .07 SO 1.bS28

.00Lj5 1.9769 .0295 1.8565 .05Li5 1.7li85 .0795 1.65J.0

.0050 1.97Lj3 .0300 1.8542 .['550 1.7Li61.i .080G 1.6Lj91

.0055 1.9718 .0305 1.8519 .0555 1.7li~l.j .01305 1.6li7J

.0060 1.9(;92 .0310 1.8Lj97 .05GO 1. 71.i Z 3 .OS10 1. r,Lj 5Lj

.0065 1. 9GG 7 .0315 1.8lf7Li .0565 1.7li03 .0815 1.6Li3b

.C070 1.96LjZ .0320 1.SLjSZ .0570 1.7383 .0820 1.6Li18

.0075 1.961 7 .0325 1.8Li29 .0575 1.7362 .0825 1.6399

.0080 1.9592 .03.)0 1.81.i07 .05 BO 1.73112 .0830 1.6361

.OOBS 1.9567 .0335 1.83aLj .0585 1.7322 .0835 1.63~J

.0090 1.951f2 .0340 1.8362 .GS90 :;'.7302 .08LiO 1.63li4

.0095 1.951 7 .03lf5 1.83LjO .0595 1.7282 .0845 1.6326

.0100 1.9Lj92 .0350 1.8317 .0600 1.7262 .0850 1.630B

.0105 1.9Lj67 .0355 1.8295 .0605 1.72lj2 .0855 1.6290

.0110 1.9Li1.i3 .03bC 1.8273 .0(,10 1.72Z2 .0860 1.6272

.0115 1.9li18 .0365 1.8251 • OS 15 1.7202 .0865 1.625~

.0120 1.9393 .0;)7[' 1.8229 .OG20 1.7182 .0870 1.(,236

.0125 1.93;;9 .0375 1.8207 .[1625 1.7162 .0875 1 • G21 a

.0130 1.9344 .03130 1.8185 .0630 1.71Li2 .0880 1.(;200

.0135 1.9320 .0385 1.a16~ .0635 1.7122 .0885 1.6182
.0ILiO 1.9295 .0390 1.8141 .0GLjO 1.7103 .OB~O 1.61GLj
.01Li5 1.9271 .0395 1.8l1S .06LiS 1.7083 .0895 1.61LJG
.0150 1.92Li7 .0LiOO 1.Be97 .Ob50 1.70(,3 .0900 1.6128
.0155 1.9222 .Olt05 I.B07ti .0655 1.70lflt .0905 1 .6110
.0160 1.9198 .0410 1.8054 .06bO 1.7LZ4 .0910 1.6093
.G165 1.917 Lj .0'415 1.3032 .0665 1.7005 .0915 1.607S
.0170 1.9150 .01120 1.8[;11 .0& 70 1.6985 .0920 1.6057
.0175 1.9126 .Olf25 1 .7989 .0675 1.6966 .0925 1.6040
.0180 1.9102 .Ott30 1.79G7 .0680 1.6546 .0930 1.6022
.0185 1.9078 .Olj35 1.7<Jli6 .0685 :i.6<J27 .0~35 1.600Lj
.0190 1.905Li .OLi40 1.7925 .0690 1.G~07 .09~0 1.5se7
.0195 1.9030 .OLi45 1.790:; .0695 1.6388 .0~Lj5 1.59£.i9
.0200 1.9007 .0450 1.7[,[,2 .0700 l~GG(.'3 .0950 1.5952
.0205 1.8983 .OLi55 1.76l;1 .0705 1.6350 .0955 1.5934
.0210 1.8959 • Ott 60 1.7839 .0710 1.6&30 .0960 1.5917
.0215 1.8936 .OLiti5 1.7818 .e71!:i J. .6811 .0965 1.5900
.0220 1.8912 • OLi 70 1.7797 .0720 1.6752 .0970 1.5882
.0225 1.8889 .0475 1.7776 .0725 1 .677"3 .0975 1.5865
.0230 1.8365 .04030 1.7755 .0730 1.675~ .0980 1.5B1.i8
.0235 1.8842 .Oli d5 1 .7 7 3~ .073!:i J..G735 .0985 1 .5830
.0240 1.6818 .0.. 3r 1.7713 .07110 1.£.716 .0990 1.5813
.0245 1.8795 .OLj95 1 .7692 .07Li5 1.6697 .0995 1.5796

.1000 1.5779
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.1000 1.5779 .1250 1.49GO .1508 1.ll211 .1750 1.3524

.1005 1.5762 .12;j5 1.49q4 .1505 1.4197 .1755 1.3511

.10~O 1.5744 .1260 1.4929 .1510 :I. .4132 .1760 1.3498

.1015 1.5727 .12G5 1.4913 .1515 1.41E.8 .1 7t. 5 1.348:1

.1020 1.5710 .1270 1.£13'37 .152e 1.Lj151.l d77a 1.]LJ71

.1025 1.5SS3 .1275 1.4302 .1525 1.41ttG .1775 1.3'153

.1030 1.5576 .12d'J 1.~8ob .1530 1.il12<:i .1780 1.3LJ43

.1035 1.5G59 .12 &5 1.4851 .1535 1.4111 .1 7 <:; 5 1.3Lj3.::

.10£10 1.5643 .1 2 :30 1.4836 .15£10 1 .4097 .1790 1 dIn s

.1045 1.5526 .12~5 1.4820 .154 ::; 1. 11003 .17S5 1.3LJC6

.llJ5J 1.5':)J'3 .130J 1.i.JJG5 .155J ..I. .£1069 .1 aDo 1.3393
• HiSS 1.5S92 .13 u 5 1.4709 .1555 1.40S5 .13e5 1.3~80

.1060 1.5575 .131J 1.£1774 .156 G .... 4041 .1810 1 .3 3G 7

.106!) 1.5553 .1315 1.47::"S .15(;5 1. IWi 7 .1815 1.3354

.1070 1.55~2 .1320 1.il7LJ3 .1570 1.4013 .1 a~o 1.33LJ2

.107S 1.5525 .1325 1.472'0 .1575 1.3~S9 .lB25 1.:'32=

.10 SO 1.55UtJ .1 ;:) 38 1.471'::; .1580 :. .3~a5 .18::10 1.331~

.::'085 1.5492 .1.1..;5 1.4£'~o .15135 :i..3~71 .1835 1.33C3
1 n Qn 1.5'175 .1311u 1 .4 f.j d':'; .1590 1.39:57 .1340 1.3~90• '--'u

.1095 1.5/.i59 .1.)4~1 1.4boo .1!iS5 1.3S43 .18l.J5 1.3277

.1100 1.5Lj!l2 .13;:;C 1.li6S2 .HiDO ..I. .3329 .1850 1.3265

.110J 1.5426
.., -, ,- ,- 1.lib':;7 ~1 GO 5 1.3515 .1855 1.3252• .1.'>:;:.1

.1110 1.5403 .1 JGO 1.!t(j22 .1010 1...39G2 .1360 1.3239

.1113 ~.S3S3 .1355 1.4E.['7 .1 b 15 1.3Bu8 .1865 1.3227

.1120 1.5376 .1370 1.LJ532 .1520 .I. .3 a 7 4 .1870 1.321LJ

.1125 1.~360 .1375 1.4577 .1525 1.31)(;[1 .1875 1.32C1

.11':;0 1.53 L14 .1330 1.£1552 .1630 :;' .. 38£17 .1 adO 1.31139

.1135 1 .:;:~ 2 7 .1305 1.lt547 .1635 i.3b33 .18&5 1 .31 76

.1140 1.5311 .1 390 1.lt532 .1540 :i. .3319 .1890 1.3163

.1145 :;'.52 SS .13::i5 1.,*51", .lG4S 1.3bC6 .1895 1.3151

.1150 1.5278 .1400 1.!tSC::; .1650 1.3792 .1900 1.3133

.1155 :1..52£.2 .1!tu5 1.LJ4':'o .1 G55 1~3778 .1905 1.3126

.1150 1. 5245 .141e 1.lt/~73 .1660 1.3765 .1910 1.3113

.1165 1.5230 .1415 1.LJ45o .1£;65 1.3751 .1915 1.:nC1

.1170 1.5214 .1!l20 1.4444 .157;] 1.3733 .1920 1 .308:)

.117S 1.51S8 .14~5 1.li42S .1675 1.3724 .19,5 1.307b

.11dO 1.5182 .1l1}O 1.!l1l11i .1 G30 1.3711 .19.30 1.3G63

.1185 :.5166 .14.55 1.4400 .1635 1.3697 .1935 1.3G51

.11 90 1.5150 .14 ~ 0 1.LJJ85 .1698 1.3GBLJ .1 ')~ 0 1.303u

.1195 1.513~ .14 it 5 1.437e .16~5 1. 3b 70 .1945 1.3025

.1200 1 • 511 a .11150 1.43S6 .1700 ). .3557 .1')50 1 e3G1LJ

.1205 1.51C2 .145~ 1.43/.i1 .17e5 1.31>1:3 .19S 5 1.3001

.1210 1.5J35 .1l1iJO 1.4.327 .171 G 1.3630 .1%0 1.2939

.1215 1.5070 .14 b 5 1.Q31Z .1 715 1.3617 .19(,5 1.2977

.1220 1.5054 .lLJ70 1 .42~3 .1'] 20 1 .3603 .1 '37 G 1.2964

.1225 1.503B • l/j 75 1.42~3 .1725 1.J5'-'0 .1975 1 .. 2952

.1230 1. 5023 .1 ~ dO 1.42G9 .1730 1.3577 .1900 1.294C

.1235 1.5007 .14 a5 1.4254 .1735 1.35t.4 .1985 i.292o

.1240 1.LJ,)91 .111'30 1.LJ2liO .1740 1 3'-:1:;" .l99J 1.2315• ..J_U

.12£1 5 1.4'375 .14 ss 1.4225 .1 7/{ 5 1.~S37 .1955 1.2903
.2008 1.2391
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.2000 1.2891 .2250 1.2306 .25CO 1.17GLj .275G 1.1261

.2005 1.2379 .22:)5 1.2295 .2505 1.175'1 .2755 1.1251

.2018 1.2367 .22bO 1.2284 .2510 1017LjLj .2760 1.12111

.2015 1.2355 .22,,5 1.2273 .2515 1.1733 .2765 1.1232

.2D20 1.2343 .2270 1.22E.L .2520 1.1 723 .2770 1.1222

.202S 1.2331 .2275 1.225G .2525 1 .1 712 .2775 1.1212

.2030 1.281'3 .22..>0 1.2239 .2530 1.17C2 .27St::! 1.120':;

.2035 1.2807 .2285 1.2228 .2535 1 .1592 .2785 1.1193

.2040 1.279li .22~Q 1.22":'7 .2S4C 1.1681 .2790 1.1183

.20Lj5 1.2783 .2235 1.2206 .2545 1.1G71 .2795 1.1171.j

.2050 1.2771 .23LJO 1.21~5 .2550 1.1GL1 .280C 1.11GLj

.2055 1.2759 .23U5 1.2181; .2555 1.1G50 .Laos 1.1155

.2060 1.2747 .2310 1.217:5 .25GO 1.1&40 .2810 101145

.20G5 1.2735 .2315 1.2162 .2565 1.lGJO .2815 1.113G

.2C10 1.2123 .2320 1.2151 .2570 1.1£,;20 .2820 1.112G

.2075 1.2111 .2325 1.21 LjO .2575 1.1tJI0 .2825 1.1117

.2080 1.2699 .2330 1.2129 .2580 1.15~9 .2330 1.1101

.2035 1.2687 .Z J":;5 1 .211 D .2585 1.1589 .2835 1.109S

.2090 1.2615 .2340 1.21G7 .2590 101579 .2811G 1010GB

.209S 1.2604 .23tt5 1.2096 .2595 1.1561 .2845 1.1071

.2100 1.2£:>52 • 23::i0 1.2085 .2&00 1.1559 .2850 1.1069

.2105 1.2040 .2355 1.2074 .2G05 1.15LJ8 .2855 1.1G60

.2110 1.2623 .23G[, 1.~GG3 .2l1l0 ~.1538 .2860 1.1050

.2115 1.2517 .2365 1 .2052 .2615 1 .1528 .Z865 1.10Ljl

.2120 1.2£:>05 .237r! 1.Z['41 .Zb2G 1.1518 .2870 1.1031

.2125 1.2593 .Z 315 1.203lJ • Z6 25 1 .1508 .2815 1.1022

.2130 1.2581 .2:>JO 1.2020 .2b30 1.1li~8 .2880 1.1013

.2135 1.2510 .23dS 1.2009 .2635 1.lLJJ8 .2885 1.1003

.2140 1.2558 .23:Jr! 1.199a .2bLjO 1.147B .2890 1. r 9 SLi

.2145 1.25lf6 .2395 1 .1981 .2Gq5 1.1q68 .2395 1.0905

.Z150 1.2535 .2'1 UO 1.1976 .2650 1.1458 .2900 1.0975

.2155 1.2523 .2lJ05 1.1966 .2655 1.1'lQS .2905 1.0'366

.2160 1.2512 • 2Lj 1 G 1.1955 .26GO 1.1q::,S .2910 1.0957

.2165 1.2500 .2415 1.19LfLf .2665 1.1it28 .2915 1.09117

.2110 1.2489 .2lfZO 1.1933 .2610 :.1'118 .2920 1.0936

.2115 1.2'177 .2q25 1.1923 .2675 1.1408 .2'325 1.0923

.2180 1.2LJ66 .24';; C 1.1912 .2680 1.13g8 .2930 1.0920

.2185 1.245q .2435 1 .1901 .2685 1.1383 .2935 1.0910

.2190 1.2443 .2440 1.1891 .2bSO 1.1378 .2940 1.0901

.2195 1.2431 .2445 1.1880 .2695 1.1368 .294 5 1.0892

.2200 1.2lf2L .24Sr! 1.1870 .2100 1.1359 .2950 1.0883

.2205 1.2408 .2455 1.1859 .2105 1.13Q'3 .2955 1.0814

.2210 1.2391 .2460 1.1811S .2110 1.1339 .2960 1.0864

.2215 1.2386 .2Lj65 1.1830 .2715 1.1323 .2965 1.0855

.2220 1.231Lj .2470 1.1821 .2120 1.1319 .2910 1.08116

.2225 1.2.3G3 .2lj75 1.1811 .2125 1.1310 .2915 1.0831

.2230 1.2352 .24tiQ 1.180L .213[1 1.1300 .2980 I.GB2b

.2235 1.2.340 .24 a5 1.179G .2735 1 .1290 .2 9a 5 1.iJ~119

.2240 1.2329 .24~C 1.1705 .2740 1.1280 .2990 1.U1l0

.2245 1.2318 .2l! 35 1.1715 .27Lj5 1.1210 .29'35 1.0801
• ;3000 1.0191
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•.:5000 1.0791 .32S0 1.0353 .3500 .9943 .3750 .9553
.3005 1.0782 .32::'5 1.0345 .3505 .9935 .3755 .9550
.3010 1.0773 .3260 1.0336 .3510 .9927 .3760 .. 95LJ 3
.3015 1.0764 .32b5 1.032B .3515 .9919 .3765 .9535
.31]20 1.0755 .3270 1 .031 g .3520 .9911 .3770 .9523
.3025 1.0746 .3275 1.0311 .3525 .9S03 .3775 .9521
.30:;0 1.0737 .3280 1 .0302 .3530 .9395 .:3180 .9513
.3035 1.0728 .3205 1.0254 .3535 .98B7 .3705 .95Cb
.3040 1.0719 .3290 1.0286 .35'10 .9879 .3790 .9498
.3045 1.071[.1 • 32~5 1.0277 .3545 .9(,72 .3795 .9'191
.3050 1.0701 .3300 1.0269 .3550 .986lJ .3800 .9lj8lj
.3055 1.0G92 • 33LJ 5 1.0260 .3555 .9656 .3805 .9476
.3060 1.Quall .3310 1.0252 .3560 .98Li9 .3810 .9q69
.3065 1.0b75 .3315 1.024'1 .3565 .96ltO .3815 .9'162
.3070 1.0666 .3320 1 .0235 .3570 .9832 .3820 .9lj5lj
.3075 1.0G57 .3325 1.0227 .3575 .9825 .3825 .9447
.3080 1.0G48 .3330 1 .0219 .3580 .9817 .3830 .94LJO
.3085 1.0639 .33 ... 5 1.0211 .3585 .90C9 .3835 .9lJ32
.3090 1.00.10 .33~O 1.0202 .3590 .9801 .3SLJO .9Li25
.3095 1.0621 • 33'i 5 1.0194 .3595 • S 791.i .3845 .9~18

.3100 1.0613 .3350 .1.0136 .3600 .9786 .3850 .9410

.3105 1.0G04 .33:) 5 1.0177 .3605 .5778 .3855 • 9liD 3

.3110 1.0595 .33tiu 1.0169 .3610 .9770 .3860 .9396

.3115 1.0586 .33b5 1.01Gl .3b15 .97b3 .3865 .9389

.3120 1.0577 .3370 1 .01 53 .3620 .9755 .3870 .9381

.3125 1.0569 .3375 1.01115 .3625 .9747 .3G75 .9374

.3130 1.0560 .33dO 1 .0136 .3530 .'3]ilO .3880 .9367

.3135 1.0551 .3305 1.012& .3635 .9732 .3885 .9360

.3140 1.0542 .3390 1 .0120 .3640 .9724 .:la90 .9352

.3145 1.0534 .33~5 1.0112 .3645 .9716 .3895 .9345

.3150 1.:J52S .31100 1.010Lt .3650 .9709 .3900 .9338

.3155 1.0516 .3405 1.G091) .3655 .9701 .3905 .51331

.3160 1.0S0a .3 iUO 1.00J7 .3660 .969lf .3910 .932lJ

.3165 1.0499 .3lt15 1.0079 .3665 .96B6 .3915 .931L

.3170 1.0490 .3I1LO 1.0071 .3670 .9678 .3920 .9309

.3175 1.04B2 .3425 1.0063 .3675 .9G71 .3925 .9302

.3180 1.01173 .3q 30 1 .0055 .3680 .9663 .3930 .9295

.3185 1.D'IGI.i .3435 1.DOll] .3685 .9656 .3935 .928B

.3190 1.01156 .3lfQO 1.0039 .3690 .9 6Li 8 .3940 .9281

.3195 1.0447 • 34li 5 1.0031 .3695 .96 Lt 0 .3945 .9274

.320D 1.GLJ38 .3q 50 1.0023 .3700 .9 GJ3 .3950 .9266

.3205 1.043C .3liS5 1.001.5 .3705 .9625 .3955 .9259

.321D 1.iJq21 .3460 1.0007 .3710 .9 CIS .3960 .9252

.3215 1.0413 .34 b 5 .9999 .3715 .961G .3965 .9245

.3220 1.1JIIOLi .3 1170 .99~1 .3720 .9603 .3970 9')7<)
• ",,",..JU

.3225 1.039b .3475 .9903 .3725 .9595 .3975 .9231

.32.30 1.0387 .3Liao .997~ .3730 .9588 .y)ao .9221.t

.3235 1.0379 • 3i.j .15 • 99G 7 .3735 .95 BO .39&5 .9217

.32110 1.0370 .3 LI'JO .9':359 .3740 .9573 0.39'30 .9210

.3245 1.0352 .343S .S9SI .37115 .55b5 .3595 .9203
.4000 .9196
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.11000 .9196 .'1l50 .8855 .li5CO • a53~ .'1750 • 823 [,

.liOO5 .91 a 9 .Lj255 .aaLi8 .Li505 .8 S2 7 .l.i 755 .822Li

.LjDID .9182 .'1lbO .8BLj2 .LjS10 .8521 • q 760 .8218

.q015 .9175 .li2b5 .3835 .il 515 .13515 .q 765 .8212

.'1020 .91G8 .q270 .8829 • Lj 520 .13509 .li770 .820b

.q025 .9161 .li275 .8822 .Lj525 .8502 .'n75 .8200

.lf030 .9154 .4200 .881G • Lj 530 .8496 • q 780 .8194

.'1035 • 91lj 7 .Li285 .8a09 .LjS35 .8'190 .!l7aS .8::' a 9

.LjOljO .91LjO .Lj2~O .8802 .Lj5'10 .8'1BLj .Lj7S0 .8183

.LjOLj5 .9133 .q 2 95 .a796 .q Sq 5 .aLj7S .l.i 795 .8177

.LjOSO .9126 .'1300 .87B9 .q 5 50 • aLj 71 .Li800 • a1 71

.q055 • g119 .q 305 .3783 .'1555 .8LjG5 .q 805 .8105

.tt G60 .9112 .!f310 .S77t. .Lj5£>0 .8'159 .!fa10 .8159

.qOG5 .:3105 .!l315 .d770 .l.i 56 5 .3Lj53 .q 815 .815Lj

.Lj07C .9098 .43~0 .876 ::; .li 5 70 • 8Lj tt 7 .q820 .allla

.q075 .9091 .q 325 .3757 .q 575 .84Li1 .Lf825 .81'12

.Ljoao .9085 .Lj3;)0 .a750 .'1580 .8435 .lf830 .8136
• qO as .907 a .Lj335 .37'1Lj .q 585 .8Lj23 .'Ia35 .8130
.'1090 .9071 .4340 .8737 .Lj590 • aLj L 2 .qSLjO .B125
.Lj095 .90 GLi .lf3Lj5 .8731 .lf595 .3Lj16 .Q8LjS .8119
.LjlOO .9057 .Lj3~O .872Lj .Lj600 .olllO .1l850 .8113
.Ljl05 .9050 .lf355 .8718 .'1605 .alfOLj .lfS5S .8107
.Lj110 .90Lj3 .4360 .8711 .LjG10 .8398 .qSGo .8101
.Lj115 .9037 .lf365 .8705 .1I61S .a392 .If 865 .8096
.Lj12G .9030 .Lj37D .8698 .'I6l0 .8:)B6 .1I870 • B090
.1I125 • j023 .Lj375 .8692 .'1625 .3380 .q 37 S .81J8l1
.Lj130 .9016 .Lj3clo .36B6 .Ljb30 .3;:; 7Lj .Lja80 .807 B
.1I135 .9009 .Lj3B5 .3679 .1I635 .3367 .Ljsas .3073
.LjlLjO .9003 .Lj390 .8()73 .46LjO .1l3E;1 .LjSSO .80 b 7
.Ljl1l5 .8996 .1I 335 .3666 .q6lf5 .8355 .q J95 .a061
.Lj15C .8989 .LjLjuO .86LO • Lj G50 .83~9 .Lj900 .8055
• q 155 .3982 .qLjUS .365l.i .q £) 5 5 .33q,3 .q 905 .8U50
.Lj160 .8975 .1l1Uo .8bLj7 .'1660 .8;;~7 .Lj910 .l:.i0411
.1I165 .8969 .Ljq.i.5 .36ql .~66 5 .8 3~1 .'1915 .8038
.'1170 .8962 .LjLj20 .8f,3lj • Lj b 70 .8325 .4920 .8033
.q175 .3955 .LjLj25 .8628 .q 675 .3319 .~ 925 .8027
.Lj180 .89Lj13 • Ljll::iO .8622 .Ljb80 .8313 .Lj930 .8021
.~i135 .39112 .'I'IJ5 .8615 .'1685 .8 3U 7 • Lj 935 .81Jl6
.{fI9C .8935 .LjLj40 .8609 • Lj b 90 .B3C:1 .'19110 .8010
.1I195 .3923 .'IlIq5 .8603 .q 6 9 5 .8295 .1I9115 .800q
.4200 .8922 • Ljlf;)O .8596 .1I 700 .8269 .4950 .7999
.LJ205 .8915 .4QS5 .8590 .l.i 70 5 .82d3 .LjCJ5.5 .7993
.4210 .8908 .LjLjGO .35BLj .Lj710 .8277 .1I9bO .7967
.Q215 .8902 .lIlf65 .8577 .l.i 715 .3271 .lf965 .7982
.Lj220 .8 ass .Lj47C .8571 .Lj720 .&265 .4970 .7976
.Q225 .383B .lIlf75 .8565 .LJ725 .3259 .1I 975 .7970
.Lj230 .8382 .LjLjdO .8559 .tt 730 .8253 .4980 .7965
.Q235 .3375 .lI'1d5 .3552 .lf735 .82'18 .Q 985 .7959
.Lj2110 .8368 .Lj490 .85116 .'17Lje .o2.1.t2 .4990 .79511
.Li2115 .8362 .Qq 95 .8 SQO .'I7Q5 .8236 .Q 995 .7 9il a

.5000 .7 91J 2
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.5000 .79lf2 .5 SUO .71111 .6000 .6931 .6500 .6lf9b

.5010 .7931 .5510 .7 .. 01 .6010 .6922 .6510 • olf 8 U

.5020 .7920 .5520 .7391 .6020 .6913 .6520 .6lf79

.5030 .790S .5530 .7381 .Gu 30 .690lf .6530 • 6lf 71

.50LiO .7098 .55lfO .7371 .GOlfO .6895 .tiSLiO .Gil 63

.5050 .7337 .5550 .73Gl .GO 50 .GOoG .6550 .G455

.5060 .7876 .5560 .7351 .6060 .6iJ77 .6560 .611LJ6

.5070 .7365 .5570 .7341 .GG 70 .68(,8 .6570 .6lf38

.5080 .785lf .55dO .7331 .6080 .6859 .6 5d 0 .6lf30

.5090 .73lf:i .5590 .7321 .6090 .6850 .6590 .6lf22

.5100 .7J32 .5600 .7311 .6100 .68Li1 .6600 .6lf1Li

.5110 .7321 .5610 .7301 .6110 .6832 .6610 .6406

.5120 .7810 .5620 .7292 .6120 .6823 .6520 .6397

.5130 .7795 .5630 .7282 .6130 .Gu1Li .6630 .f.30S

.51LiO .77 a8 .56LiO .7272 .61LiO .GaC5 .66LiO .6381

.5150 .7777 .5650 .72G2 .6150 .G7S6 .6650 • G3 73

.5160 .7766 .5660 .7252 .G160 .6788 .6660 .6365

.5170 .7755 .5670 .7243 .61 70 .6779 .6670 .b357

.5180 .77Li5 .56 dO .7233 .6180 .6770 .6680 .63lf9

.5190 .773"1 .5G~O .722.3 .G190 .6761 .GG90 .G341

.5200 .7723 .57UO .721Ij .6200 .6752 .6700 .6333

.5210 .7712 .5710 .720Li .6210 .G7lflf .G 71 0 .6325

.5220 .77iJ2 .5720 .7194 .6220 .6735 .6720 .631 7

.5230 .7691 .5730 .7135 • El2 30 .672G .6730 .b309

.52'-10 .76 aD .57"10 .7175 .62ltO .6717 .67l.j0 .6301

.5250 .70. 7U .5750 .71b5 .6250 .6709 .6750 .62~B

.5260 .7G59 .5700 .7156 .6260 .6700 .676C .6285

.5270 .76lf9 .5770 .7Ilf6 .GZ 70 .GGS1 .0770 .6277

.5280 .7636 .57 dC .7137 .6280 .6l:J 83 .6780 .6269

.5290 .7628 .57:,j0 .7127 • [.2 90 • 6E) 7l.j .67£0 .b261
.5300 .7017 .5aiJO .7118 .G 300 .66(;5 .G300 .625Ij
.5:no • 7GO 7 .58iO .710 b .(,310 .6657 .661e .62lf6
.5320 .75':)6 .5320 .7099 .6320 .6 6l.j 8 .6820 .G23I:J
.5330 .75B6 .58S0 .70S9 .6330 .GG::i9 .6630 .6230
.53lfO .7575 .5340 .7080 .6 3~0 .6631 .6 8l.j 0 .6222
.5350 .7565 .5850 .7070 .6350 .6622 .6850 .621l.j
.5360 .755lf .53bO .7061 .6360 .6bllf .6860 .6207
.5370 .75lf4 .5870 .7052 .6370 .(,G05 .6870 .6199
.533U .753"1 .5 BdO .70"12 • 6 380 .6597 .6880 .6191
.5390 .7523 .5a~0 .7033 .G390 .6588 .6890 .6183
.51.i00 .7513 .59uO .7024 .6liOD .6580 .6900 .6176
.SlUO .7503 .5910 .701f4 .6l.j10 • 6~ 71 .6910 .6163
.5l.j20 • 7l.j :32 .5920 .7005 .6l.j20 .6563 .6920 .61GO
.5430 .7 Li 82 .59:50 .G99G • 6lf 30 .G555 .6930 .£i152
.5Lil.j0 • 7472 .5 gllO .6 9d 7 .6lfflO .6546 .69l10 .61lf5
.5"50 .7f162 .5960 .G977 • 6f1 50 .G5~8 .6950 • G13 7
.5lfGO .1ll52 .59bO .6968 .6460 .6529 .6960 .G129
.5470 .7QflZ .5970 .6959 • Glf 70 • 65;::} .6970 .6122
• 5lf ao .7431 .5900 .695lJ .6l1aO .6513 .6980 .6114
.Slf90 .7f121 .59~0 .6941 • 6lf 90 .650lf .6990 .6107

.7000 .6099
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.7000 .6099 .75 UO .5736 .8000 .5402 .8500 .5094

.7010 .6091 .7:)10 .5729 .8010 .5395 .8510 .50sa

.7020 .6084 .75;20 .5722 .8020 .5389 .8520 .5062

.7030 .6076 .7530 .5715 .a030 .5382 .8530 .50Hi

.70liO .6069 .7540 .5703 .80q(l .5376 .&540 .5070

.7050 .6061 .7550 .5701 .8050 .5.370 .8550 .50(Jq

.7060 .605tt .7560 .5694 .8LbO .5363 .0560 .5058

.7070 .6046 .7570 .5687 .8070 .5357 .8570 .5052

.7080 .6039 • 75 i.0 .5bOO .8080 .5351 .8560 .5047

.7090 .6031 .7590 .5673 .8090 .5J~ 4 .8590 .50LJl

.7100 .6024 .7600 .5667 .8100 .5338 .8600 .5035

.7110 .6016 .7blD .5660 .8110 .5332 .8610 .5029

.7120 .600g .7bLO .5653 .8120 .5325 .&620 .5023

.7130 .6001 .7630 .S6q 6 .8130 .5319 .8630 .501 a

.7140 .5994 .7bitO .51:>39 .81QO .5313 .B6qO .5012
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II. Formulae for L Versus t, L Versus Y, t Versus Y, and XVersus Y (Figure A-2)

X and Yare distances divided by the crack tip radius.

Ixi versus Y is the locus of the maximum stress which extends beyond the crack
tip and is symmetrical with respect to an axis along the center line of the crack.
Xis perpendicular to this line and Y is along ~t._ Y = Yn + 0.5 where Yn is mea
sured outward from the nose of the crack; thus X, Y is our coordinate system.
The locus is narrow, i.e., IXI versus -Yn lies within the crack.

orobol ic Crock, Nose

i..versus Y,-points of maximum stress as
PIP yieldi ng progresses------... , ,

L =l+-'lf+ 2(1 - IJ 2) ~ ~

\

\_+--
" F1 - Y F12-~,::-....~---- _
Lt-or Y orT ' ........

...... .... ....2
...... ........ ... .... .... .... ......

............-
PARABOLIC CRACK

L,4.lond Max. Stress Locus

Figure A-2.
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where

S~ is the stress intensity factor K
p is the crack tip radius
~ is Poisson's ratio
Y is the yield strength

also t is the maximum trajectory angle change occurring among the shear stress
trajectories traversing the yielded region corresponding to nominal
loading stress S.

If the maximum stress is sufficien~ to cause fracture, and the weakness of
the material coincides with a principal stress direction:

t = (Fl - Y)/Y or is

= F2/Y if F2 < Fl - Y, where F is the fracture stress.

Subscript 1 corresponds to the largest principal stress and its direction
which is almost perpendicular to the crack so that the corresponding fracture
surface extends the crack. Subscript 2 corresponds to the fracture perpendicular
to this direction and thus to blockage of the crack, i.e., to delamination.

Three sets of formulae are required to cover the entire range of angles, t.
In each separate region the figures in vertical alignment correspond to each other:

Region 1: 2 > L ~ 0.5
0 < t < !z13-

0.5 < Y ~ 1.1
0 S -< 1.32X -

Region 2: 0.5 ~ L ~ 0.1277
!z13 ~ t < 1. 5108
1.1 S Ys 4.0213

1. 32 S X ~ 1. 3505

Region 3: 0.1277 ~ L > 0
1.5108 S t $ 3n/4
4.0213 S Y ~ 00

1.3505 S X < 00

The first derivatives of the L versus t relationships are equal at the junc
tions of the regions.

The formulae are:

Region 1: 2 ::: L ~ 0.5
9/(2 - L) = 13/1 + 4
9/(2 - L) = l/(Y - 0.5) + 13/3

l3/t = 1/ (Y - 0.5) + 1/3
X/2.2 = Y - 0.5
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Region 2: 0.5 ~ L ~ 0.1277
L = 1 - f/JI

l3/t 1.2925/Y + 0.825
1/ (l - L) = 1. 2925/Y + 0.825

97X = Y + 127

Region 3: 0.1277 ~ L ::: 0
l/L = -6 + 9/(3TI/4 - f)2
1/ (LI3) = Y + 1/2
313/(3TI/4 - f)2 = Y + (l/2 + 213)

X--- 0.8 (Y - 1. l714)!z

III. GENERAL NOTATION AND RELATIONSHIPS

The relationships refer to plane strain and notches such that the nominal
loading stress S is perpendicular to the notch axis.

For notches with alp » 1, where llall is the measure of depth or length and p
the tip radius we have

L = 2Y/Stip
where

Stip =

Yt =
Y =
Y

maximum theoretical elastic notch tip stress corrected
for boundary change in shape under load, alp » 1.

simple tensile yield stress
Yt for principal stress difference criterion of yielding
2Yt /13 for Mises-Hencky criterion of yielding

also,

where the S/E term accounts for change in shape under load (a natirallY negligible
term in most cases, but a machined-in radius should be such that po/a »2(1-~)2S/E
to avoid this complication, even though Po « t, the thickness, to insure essential
plane strain).

Stip for alp » 1 is expected to be of the form (S.C.F. stands for Stress
Concentration Factor)

Stip = S (S.C.F.)

with

S . C. F. = k/a/ p

for notches without abrupt changes in curvature. For a wide plate under tensile
loading k = 2 for the elliptical hole of length 2a across the loading direction;
k = 2 (1.12147) for an edge crack in a wide plate under tension; k = 4/TI for a
plate under tension, with a pair of deep hyperbola-shaped notches with a common
axis perpendicular to the tension, the noses being a distance 2a apart; k ~ 1 for
a round bar under tension, notched by a hyperboloid of revolution.
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Hence

L = 2Y/Sk/a/p) , alp » 1

and thus L = 2 is the condition for incipient yielding, since incipient yielding
occurs when

Sk/a/p = Y (= 2Yt ll3, generally). *

Since k = 2 for the elliptical hole case (the case which is taken as standard
in toughness testing when the ellipse is crack-like), it is seen that the 2 in the
expression for L is the factor that normalizes L to the simple form

L = yIP
sia

for the ellipse.

When brittle fracture occurs in a direction to increase crack length, the
fracture stress is associated with a stress trajectory angle change, as follows,
in the L versus t relationship:

t = FlY - 1
F = nil-ductility fracture strength
Y = plane strain yield strength, 2Ytll3.

Thus the relationship L versus t is

2Y/(Sk/a/p) versus (FlY - 1),

a relationship between SlY and FlY, i.e., nominal loading stress and fracture
stress, for Y and alp of the specimen having the notch configuration under
consideration.

The relationship between the distance Yip to the point of incipient fracture
is given by the tabulated formula in this Appendix, Section I.

Thus one may hope to determine fracture stress by the nominal loading stress
S at incipient fracture or by the distance from the notch to the point where incip
ient fracture occurs, or to confirm the stress obtained by one method by that ob
tained by the other.

*For stress concentrators in general, we write

M = Y/Max. Elastic Notch Stress

= Y/[S(S.C.F.)]

where, of course, we commonly take

Y= 2YlJ'f
The Stress Concentration Factor is S.C.F. = 3 for a wide tension member with a small central hole. M = I is the condition for
incipient yielding.
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APPENDIX B. PROOFS, CONSTRUCTION, AND USE OF OVERLAYS

The transparent overlays are made to be used repeatedly until worn out, so
long as it is desired to determine fracture stress and effective crack tip radius
by use of them from yield strength and corresponding KIc measurements.

The overlays contain a curve, or curves, each identified by a parameter which
conveys their relationship to a law relating fracture stress to yield strength.
The curves are log-log plots of a purely mechanical stress analysis relationship
existing between KIc ' yield strength, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, frac
ture stress, and effective crack tip radius, though expressed simply in terms of
dimensionless groupings of these variables called Land t and expressed as L ver
sus t. This relationship is insufficient in itself to determine fracture stress
and radius in the absence of a fracture stress law relating fracture strength to
yield strength and also a relation, here assumed to be determined experimentally,
between KIc and yield strength.

In use the overlay is laid upon a log-log plot* of experimental or slightly
modified experimental KIC versus Y data, in such a way as to best match the data
in all or part of its range. In this position, the values of K and Y under the
unit coordinate lines of the overlay yield the desired values of fracture stress
and radius as described below. The match must include at least three experimental
points, for at least three points are necessary to establish curvature which, of
course, describes the shape of a curve with a continuous slope.

The overlay curves themselves are constructed from a table of L versus t for
assumed constant values of the fracture law parameter which is here designated B
and covers a practical instructive range of -2 $ B $ 1 in intervals of, say, 0.2
or 0.4 for the fracture law used here. The curves are graphs of log l/Ct - B) ver
sus log 1/[Ct - B) L] and are easily transferred to transparencies by a number of
copy machines. t We interpret the curves in terms 0,£ fracture stress and radius.

Here, as always, the fracture stress is

F = Y + Yt

so that
t = F - Y

Y

The fracture stress law is assumed to be linear in the KIc ' Y region being
matched, i. e.,

F = Cl + B)Y + f

so that

B = F ~ Y - f = t
and hence t - B = flY.

f
- y

*To the same scale used in constructing the overlay, attached to inside of back cover.

tFor example, a 3-M Thermofax Copier.
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= log K* - log

1
log n - S) L =

We now distinguish two interpretations of log l/[Cf - S) L] versus log l/Cf 
S) as applied, though the second contains the first which is separated out because
it usually applies and is simple.

Case I: Usual Case3 L - Ylrrp/K

Our abscissa on the transparency is

log l/Cf - S) = log Y/f = log Y - log f

so that Y = f where Y/f = 1 and log Y/f = log l/Cf - S) = o.

The ordinate is

log 1/ [( f - S) L] = log [CY/ f)( K/ YIITP) ]
= log K - log flITP

and K = flITP where 1/ [et - S) L] = 1.

Thus if we find we can match one of the S curves of the transparent overlay
to a log-log plot of experimental values of K1c versus Y, the value of the Y inter
sected by the unit coordinate line of the overlay will be Y = f. For what is log
Y on the plot is [log Y - log f], i.e., 0 on the overlay when it is in the matching
position. Correspondingly and similarly, the horizontal unit coordinate line of
the overlay is where K = flITP and from this !TIP is gotten by dividing out the
value of f.

We thus know /TIP as well as the constants Sand f of our fracture law.

Case II: Exact Case by Iteration3 L = Y!TIP/K + 2(l-~2)Y/E

The interpretation of the abscissa is the same as in Case I, namely log 1/
Cf - S) = log Y - log f inasmuch as L does not enter into it.

The interpretation of the ordinate is

Y 1log - ---------
f y/TIP/K + 2Cl-~2)Y/E

Y K 1
= log - -- ---------

f Y/TIP 1 + 2 C1-~2) K/ E!TIP
f/TIP

where K* = K/[l + 2Cl-~2)K/E/TIP].

This indicates that we should plot log K* versus log Y, instead of log K versus
log Y in makin~ our log-log plot of experimental data as well as that f/TIP = K*
where log l/[Ct - S) L] = log K*/f/TIP = log 1, as explained previously in Case I.

However, /TIP in K* is an unknown and so we resort to an iteratio~rocedure

on the basis that the term in the denominator of K* involving E and Inp can be
expected to be substantially less than one.
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In this procedure, we first assume this term is zero (as in Case I) and pro
ceed as in Case I to find f and;;P. Using this ;;p as a first approximation we
compute K* from the experimental KIc and replace K by K* on our original log-log
plot of K versus Y. We then match our overlay to this data and from the values of
K* and Y under the unit lines of the overlay obtain new values of f;;P and f.
These will be an improvement over the original values though not greatly differing
from them.

Further iterations may be used to improve the accuracy still further. With
the last obtained value of !;P and the original data values of K, new K* values are
obtained to replace any previously obtained values of K* on the log K* versus log
Y plot and this new plot is then used to obtain new and more accurate values of f
and f!;P than those obtained previously.

However, experience shows that the scatter in original data and the rapid
convergence of the procedure do not warrant more than one or two iterations.

The overlays and graphs for the examples in the text were for S = 0, i.e.,
F = Y + f, and S = -1, i.e., F = f, independent of Y. The curves for making these
overlays and the experimental data were plotted on the largest size single-cycle
log-log paper locally available that would fit into this report, with K on the
vertical and Y on the horizontal scale. This size paper and the corresponding
overlays are considered so generally useful that such overlays are included in
this report and are called the f (for S = 0) and F Cfor S = -1) overlays.

However, to make an overlay to cover the larger range of experimental vari
ables and ranges of S that may be encountered, 2 x 3 log-log paper, whose size also
conforms to that of the report, had to be used. Such an overlay is enclosed in
this report. Unlike the scale of the single-cycle paper above, this selection of
paper means that for this wider range the scale is such that the Y values Cplotted
on the horizontal axis, as before) increase from right to left.

OTHER POSSIBLE OVERLAYS

An overlay worth noting is that ~tten by plotting log L versus log l/C~ - S).
Take L:: yhP/K. Then where L = 1, Inp = K/Y. Also log L = log Y/K + log ;;p and
as treated previously log l/Cf - S) = log Y - log f.

Thus we here plot our experimental data on the form of log Y/K versus log Y
and match it with a S curve on the overlay. The line Cf - S) = 1 on the latter
then lies over the Y value for which f = Y and the line L = 1 then lies over a Y/K
value for which ;;p = K/Y.

By plotting log IlL versus log l/Cf - S) for the overlay, the ordinate for
experimental data would be log K/Y and the line L = 1 would be over a KIY value for
which !;P = K/Y. As before, the line ct - S) = 1 would lie over f. Thus both f
and hP are found separately rather than in combinations such as fhP.

We see that overlays are possible other than those presented with the report.
Those presented have been chosen with the idea that it is simplest to plot K versus
Y on log-log paper.
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Constant f Overlay

Applicable where f(=F-Y) and p do not Valy'
with Y(6=0).

1. Plot K vs Y data on single-cycle log-log
paper (Keuffel and Esser No. 458-100,
No. 46-7002 or equivalent - see text) with
K as ordinate.

2. Position this overlay so that its curve
best fits the data while keeping the axes
of the overlay parallel with the axes of
the paper.

3. f is the value of Y at the point where th~

abscissa = 1 line of the overlay crosses
the Y axis.

4. f IITP is one tenth of the value of K
where the ordinate = 10 line of the
overlay crosses the K axis.
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Constant F Overlay

I--+---------------------,.----------------,"

Applicable where F and p do not vary with
y (8=-1).

1

1. Plot K vs Y data on single -cycle log-
log paper (Keuffel and Esser No. 458-100,
No. 46-7002 or equivalent - see text) with
K as ordinate.

2. Position this overlay so that its curve
best fits the data while keeping the
axes of the overlay parallel with the
axes of the paper.

3. F is the value of Y at the point where
the abscissa = 1 line of the overlay
crosses the Y axis.

4. F /TIP is the value of K where the ordinate
= 1 line of the overlay crosses the K axis.
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Plot K vs Y data on three-cycle
log-log paper (Keuffel and Esser
No. 46 7320 or equivalent) with
K on the three-cycle side as
ordinate.

1.0

-0.4

-0.2

Position this overlay so that
one of its curves best fits the - 1. :.'

data while keeping the axes of th,·
overlay parallel with the axe~ of
the paper. B is the parametcl' of
of this curve.
f is the value of Y at the po i lit
\~here the abscissa == 1 verti ca 1 J: 11\

of the overlay crosses the Y ax
f ;,;-p is the value of K where ;',
ordinate == 1 horizontal line: ,
the overlay crosses the K aXl~.
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Applicable where F :: (l+S)Y+f and
p, Sand f do not vary with Y.
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